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ABSTRACT
This document describes the design and measurement of a series of spiral inductors
fabricated on tow resistivity (1OQcm) silicon, and a bias current tuned oscillator that
incorporated one of the previously mentioned spirai inductors.
The inductors were designed and fabricated in three distinct ways: top metal only
(basic inductors), top metal with an inter-winding trench (trench inductors), and top and
second from top metai layers connected by vias dong the length of the inductor (2-meial
inductors). None of these fabrication methods required any post processing steps.
Approximatcly ten of each inductor were measured. Results indicated that compared to
the basic inductors the ',-metal spirals had inductances that were between 4% and 7 9
lower, and peiik Q values that were between 7 8 to 18% lower. Measured results indicated
the trench inductors hrid up to 5 % hipher Qs compared to the basic inductors. One octagond trench inductor with ü meûsured inductance of OASnH demonstnted a pririk Q of 20
rit

1SGHz. which to the author-s knowledge is the highest reported Q of a spiral indiictor

fabricated in a production silicon process.
The integmted oscillator desiyed and charricterized in this work used bias currents to

vary the transistor parasitic capacitances prssented to the resonator to tune the oscillation
frequency. The oscillator demonsuated a tuning range of 9.4 - I2.3GHz.

ri

phase noise of

-86dBndiHz at lMHz offset. a maximum output power of -3.3dBm. and second htirmonic
suppression of approximately 30dB.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
In recent years the use of wireless services has grown. One of the Limiting factors of
this wireless expansion is equiprnent costs. Substantial cost savings could be achisved in
wireless systems by integtating the entire transceiver onto a single chip. Oscillators,
which are essential components of most uansceivers, have typically shown paor phase
noise performance when integrated on Iow resistivity ( 1OQcm) production quality silicon.
While some on-silicon integrated oscillators have been demonstrated that meet the specified mxcimum phase noise levels for strindrirds such as DECT [ E l , on-silicon oscillators
have friiled to meet the requirements for high QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Moduliitioni
point-to-point and point-to-muliipoint microwave radios. The high phase noise levels of
production silicon integrated oscillators rire due to the poor quality factors ( 4 5 ) of onchip inductors and vriractors (-7 for the bipolru process used at the frequencies of interest
in this work) that form put of the rcsonator.
This work addresses thesr issues: by examining two on-chip inductor fabrication
rnethods d u t have the potential of increuing the quality factor of on-chip spirai inductors:
and by designing fabricating and testing an integrated oscillator thrit uses transistor pririlsitic cripacitünce (insterid of a varrtctor) to perform frequency tuning.

1.1 Goal of Research
The goals of this research work rire:

To evaluate two different layout techniques for on-chip spiral inductors that have the

potentid to improvt the quality factor of the inductor compared to the generai top
metal layout tbat is often used.

To investigate a varactorless oscillator design that uses ernitter followers to buffer the
resonator, and uses transistor bias c m n t rather than the voltage across a varactor [O
control the frequency of oscillation.
ï h e oscillator performance targets are listed in Table 1.1. The phase noise budget for ri

millimeter wwe LO (Local Oscillator) is dependent on various factors such as modulation
scheme, data rate. and radio architecture. Consequently. the trirgeted phase noise values
are based on the requirements of a 64 QAM radio developed rit Nonel Networks.

Designing a 30GHz oscillator in the rivailable bipotar iechnology would have bsen
imprricticril. instead the trirget frequency range reflects thrit of an oscilIator operating rit
haif the frequency required by LRlDS ( L o d Muliipoint Distribution Service) with ri uiew
[O

t h s LO driving ri sub hxmonic mixer. Thus the tarse ted phase noise shown in Tribls 1.1

is that required by the oscillator signal to meet the requirements of the LMDS ndio atier

-

frequency doubling through a doubler that adds 201og(2)or 6dB or phase noise the contribution of an ideal frequency doubler.

Parameter
Frequency

phase Noise

1

Phase Noise for LMDS Radio
Target Value
28 - 30 GHz
14- 15GHz
-1 19 dBc/Hz 8 IMHx offset
-1 13 dB*
@ lMHz offset*
-93dBcMz @ 100kHz offset* -99dBc/Hz @ IOOkHt offset
-73dBc/Hz @ lOWz offset*
-79dBcMr @ lOkHr offset
-53 dBcMr @ IkHz offset*
-59 dBcWz @ l kHz offsct
*for customer premise equipment

1

1

Table 1.1: Performance goals for oscillator.

1.2 Thesis Outline
Chapters 2 and 3 discuss the on-chip spiral inductor work, with Chapter 1 presenting
on-chip spiral inductor theory and design as well as the inductors fribricated for this
research. Methods of de-ernbedding inductor characteristics from on-wafer measurements
are also discussed.
Chapter 3 discusses inductor rneasurernent and presents the rnerisured resiilts for the
inductors described in Chripter 2. Incluctor performance is relrited to each fabrication
rnethod as well as to characteristics such as inductor size and shape. Cornparisons of measured results to simulated results are presented,
Chripter 4 discusses oscillator theory and design. and the varactorless oscillator
designed and fabncated for this research. Espected performance of the oscillator. based
on simulations. is also presented.
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Chapter 5 discusses the frequency discriminator method of phase noise measurement
and presents the oscillator phase noise measurements. Measurements of tuning range,
output power, frequency pulling and pushing figures, and second harmonic power are dso
presented and discussed.
Chapter 6 sumrnarizes the thesis work and results.

1.3 Contribution
One of the purposes of this thesis is to investigate possible means of improving on-silicon spiral inductor quality factor in a production type process. That is, no special post
processing steps are to be used. Though erich production technique has been attempted
before, M e h a been published: this work therefore attempts to provide valuable insight
into these techniques.
The other purpose of this thesis is to examine an oscillritor topology that controls oscillation frequency by vriying the circuit's biris current - no vriractors are used. This topology has been atternpted at leut once [18] with current tuning accomplished by vriqing
onIy one b i s current level. The oscillritor examined in this work uses higher qudity factor
inductors in its resonator. and tunes frequency by varying one or both of two different biris
currents,

5

CHAPTER 2: Onchip Inductor Theory and Design
In silicon RFIC's (radio frequency intepted circuits) the rnetailization for planar spiral inductors is deposited on an oxide layer that separates the inductor from the semiconducting substrate as shown in Fig. 2.1 - The oxide layer elecuicaily insulates the current
fiowing in the inductor from the low impedance, lightly doped silicon substrate connected
ro ground. The rnetal windings are microstrip transmission lines with the silicon substrate
serving ris a ground plane. In a silicon bipolar procciss the winding metallization is typicaIly aluminum.
Oxide Layer
(low loss insulator)
~ ~ 3 . 9

Metal Winding Traces (All

Silicon substrate
(p=lORcm)

Fig. 2.1: Cross-section view of on-chip inductor.
The radio frequency propenies of on-chip inductors rue significantly innuenceci by the
parrisitic impedrince between the inductor windings and the substrate.

2.1 On-chip Inductor Characteristics
On-chip spird inductors exhibit nÿo main sources of loss: resistive winding losses. and
substrate losses. Resistive iwindinp loss refrrs to ohmic Ioss due to the small inhorent
resistivity of the metid winding materia1 (7.875

K

IO%^ for aiuminum at DC [II).

As the

6
frequency of the signal passing through the inductor increases, the skin effect reduces the
cross sectional conduction area of the inductor windings. Consequendy, the resistance of
the windings increases with frequency, and hence their losses increase.
Subsuate loss is the result of currents flowing in the substrate that are induced by fields
from the inductor windings. Substrate currents can be: circulating (Ici, in Fig. 2.2) eddy
currents induced by the magnetic fields generated in the windings; currents to ground that
flow through the oxide capacitance and the substrate capacitance to ground; or inter-winding currents that flow from a particular winding through the oxide capacitance across the
substrate ruid back through the oxide capacitance to othcr windings [2]. The resistors in
Fig. 2.2 modei the ohmic loss of cunents flowing in the substrate.

Fig. 2.2: Spiral inductor substrate current flow. Ici, represents eddy currents,
induced by currents in the windings, circulating in the substrate. Other substrate
currents flow between windings, and to ground. The resistors represent ohmic
losses in the substrate.
As shown in Fi=. 2.2 silicon on-chip inductors have three types of parasitic cüptici-

tance: inter-winding. oxide. and substrate. Inter-winding cripacitance is the p m l l e l plate
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and fringe capcitance between windings. Oxide capacitance is the capacitance between
the inductor rnetal and the substrate, and is shown in Fig.2.2, Substrate capacitance is the
capacitance between the top of the substrate and ground. Usudy the subsuate is tied tu

ground through vias to metallization that is grounded extemally (off-chip). At RF and
microwave frequencies however, the resistance and finite response time of the substrate to

the applied fields causes the potential throughout the substrate tù exhibit a nonuniform dis-

tribution relative to the external $round apptied to the circuit. The result is cripricitance
within the subsrrate itself.

Fig. 2.3: Equivalent circuit mode1 for an on-chip spiral inductor.
Fig. 2.3 shows n commonly used on-chip spird inductor eqiiivrilem circuit model. The
model is not scalable and its component values are usually derivsd by curve fîtth=w to measiired or simulaied data. Cp represents the inter-winding cnpxitance: Co, represents the

oxide layer capacitance; and CSireprcsents the substnte capricitrince, R, models the series
winding losses. and RSirepressnts the substrate losses. The mode1 shows two possible

modes ofresonance: between L and Cp.and ktween L and capicitruices

-2 and Csi1 .7-

When an inductor resonates in either of these two modes it is referrcd to as self resonance.
Whiçh of the two modes resonates h s t is dependent on the component values which result
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fiom the physical dimensions of the inductor. The first frequency at which resonance
occurs is usually called the first self resonant frequency, or just the self resonant frequency

(SRF). The mode1 in Fig. 2.3 is usually only accurate up to the first self resonant frequency.

+

\l

-

Fig. 2.4: Lossy inductor
Fis. 3.4 shows a lossy inductor with the losses inodeled by a series resistance r. X
comrnonly used term to svaluate inductors is the quality factor or Q. Q is def ned as

(EQ 2.1)

where E,, is the peak stored enerpy in the inductor and Pl,,,.,/cy~eis the power lost in the
inductor ovsr one cycle (AC operation is assumed see Fig. 2.4). For an inductor
I i
E,L = Ti,&

(EQ 2.2)

where L is the inductance vdue of the inductor. and l,,, is the peak vdue of the current
through the inductor.

where I,,, is the root mean square value of the m e n t through the inductor, and T is the
period of one cycle, T c m be expressed as

and I,,,, can be expressed as

(EQ2.5)
Using (EQ 2.3). (EQ2.4). and (EQ 7.5) the power loss per cycle can be rewritten as

(EQ2.6)
Substituting (EQ2.2) and (EQ7.6) into (EQ1.I I gives the Q of the inductor in terms of
w . r,tind L :

wL
Q=-

(EQ2.7)

r

From this definition a perfect or lossless inductor ( r = 0 ) would have an infinite Q.
and ris losses increase ( r + m ) Q would approach zero.

To iind the Q of the spiral inductor mode1 in Fi:. 2.3, the series impedance looking
into the spiral is first determined. Assuming the inductor is operating below its SRF. the
impedance will look like n series inductance.

L,,,

.and a series resistancr r,,, . Using L,,,
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in place of L ,and r f l in place of r (in (EQ 2.7)) will yield the inductor's Q at a given kquency.

2.2 Inductor Design
inductor design involves optimizing layout parameters such as trace width, line length,
and area to achieve desired inductance and Q nt a certain frequency. The following sub-

sections give important inductor layout parameters and their effects on inductor performance.
Line Spacing

Trace Width

1.

Trace Thickness

f kTncr Width 4

Fig. 2.5: Square inductor with key layout pairameters Iübeled: (a) top view, (b)
cross section view of trace.

2.2.1 Area

The area occupied by the inductor affects the cost of the inductor. Typicdly the more
chip area a circuit occupies. the more expensive it is. The area an inductor occupies dso
affects its performance. The Iarger the inductor area. the more cripacitive coupling to the
substratr thers will be, consequently lowering the SRF and incrrrising the substrate loss.
An increase in substrate loss will decrease the qudity factor of the inductor.

Trace thickness is typically fixed by the fabrication process, and is therefore not usu-

ally a parameter that a circuit designer can change. Changes in trace thickness affect the

SRF of the spiral inductor. Increasing the thickness of the windings increases the interwinding capacitance of the spiral thereby reducing the frequency at wbich Q reaches its
peak, and the SM Published measured results [14] indicate this effect is small over trace
thicknesses of 0.7-3.5ym.
Trace thickness also has an impact on the winding losses. Increasing the trace thickness increases the cross sectional xea of the trace thereby reducing the overall winding
resistance, The benefits of increased trace thickness cm be reduced by the skin effect.
The skin depth of a conductor is found from

where w is the sngular frequency of the signai in the conductor in rlid/s. o is the conductivity of the conductor material in Slm. and p is the pemeability of the conducior materiül
in Hlm. The skin depth is the depth into the conductor rnaterial at which the current den-

sity has dropped by a factor of 1. For the panicular fabrication process used in this smdy
e

S and p = p,, . For an ruigulru frequency of w = ~ x IxO''
o = 3.54~1 O7 ( LGHz), the skin
III

depth is 6, = ?.7prir, which is close to the 3pra trace metd thickness rised in this study.
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This suggests h a t increasing the trace thickness would result in a small reduction in wind-

ing resistance.

2.2.3 Trace Width
Trace width is a parameter thai a designer can readily control. Increasing the width
leads to a greater cross sectionid conductor a m which, subject to skin effect, may yield
lower resistive winding losses. Encreiising the trace width also increasss the overall aren of
the inductor which leads to greater capacitive coupling IO the substrate resulting in a lower

SRF and peak Q frequency. Higher substrate coupling results in higher substratc losses
which reduces the qunlity factor of the inductor.

0cc;iuse trace width affects multiple inductor paruneters. its sslection often requires a
scries of simulations to find the aprirnd ulue in conjuncrion v i t h &bricaion and measurement of propossd designs IO verify the performance parrime ters. This continues to be
an area thrit requires further work in order to find a more rigciroris method of trice width

optirnization.

12.4 Lille Spacirtg
The closer the line spacing (sec Fig. 2.5)- the grerrter the mutual coupling between

adjacent lines. This mutuai coupling is desirable as it serves to increase the overdl inductance of the spird which. through (EQ 2.7). directly increases the Q of rhe device.
Reduced winding spacing increases the inter-winding capricicancc (Cr in Fig. 2.3) of the
inductor. According to work presented in [3]. the increiue in inter-winding capxitance is
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not significant and therefore the minimum allowable spacing offered by the fabrication
process is recommended in order to maximize inductance and Q.

2.2.5 Center Gap

Spiral inductors store energy as magnetic flux that passes through the center and
around the exterior of the inductor. Eddy cunents opposing the magnetic flux of the
inductor will flow in rnetallizlition placed in the center gap of the spiral, which will reduce
the amount of energy stored in the inductor's field (decreasing L and Q), and increase the
power losses in the inductor (funher reducing Q).
A gap of insufficient size permits flux generated in the opposite sides of the inductor to

pürtially crince1 each other as shown in Fig. 2.6. once again reducing L and Q. The crnter
space (center pap in Fip. 2.5) should be fret of metal. und. because magnetic coupling is
inversely proportional to distance. large enough to iivoid cancellation of mqnetic Hux
benveen lines on opposite sides of the inductor. Work by Long [3] suggests a minimum
distance of five line widths between opposite sidcs of the inductor to reduce this mügnelic
field cancelling effect.

flux
induced
cunent

inductor current
\

Fig. 2.6: Cross section of an on-chip inductor near some form of metallization. (a)
cancellation of flux (dasheà lines) by windings on opposite sides of the inductor.
(b) eddy currents generated in surrounding metal by inductor's magnetic field.
Note substrate currents are not shown for simplicity.

2.2.6 Distarice to Surrorrriding Meta1

Just as magnetic flux should be permitted ro pass through the center of the inductor. it
must rilso be permitted to p u s riround the exterior of the inductor. As shown in Fig. 2.6.
Hus from the inductor can establish eddy currents in any rnetallization riround the inductor.

These eddy currents drain enersy from the inductor (decreasing Q)and reduce the overall
inductance of the spiril (decreuing L and further decreasing QI. Referencri [3] su,,O='CStS
surrounding metallization should be placed no closer than tive line widths from the outside
edge of the outer inductor winding.

Most on-chip inductors have a rectangular geometry. The 90" bends of a rectangular
oeometry form sharp discontinuities in the windings which produce capticitive parasitics

b

to ground and resistive losses due to current crowding at the corners. Circular spirals.
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which do not have ben& in the winding traces, have shown improvements in Q of up to
10%over square spirals [3]. However. because circular spirals occupy more space, and
because circular shapes can be very difficult to generate in photomasks, square spirals are

more popular than circular. Octagonal spirals have 45' bends, w hich are a relatively softer
discontinuity compared to 90' bends, and can offer a nearly 10%increase in Q, whüe producing little to no difficulty in photomask gnention.

2.2.8 Sribstrate Treiiches and Grottnd Shields

Additional elements have been added to the layout of on-chip inducton in an attempt
to reduce substrnte losses. Two such elements that are readily available in some production processes are patterned ground shirlds 131 and substrate trenches.
Ptittsrned ground shields are conductive sheets, connected lo ground metrillization.
placed between the inductor and the substrate. The ground shidds stop the electric field
from ih inductor from establishing currents in the lossy silicon substrate. A solid conductivs shield. locrited on the order of ri fat. microns benerith the inductor. would allow
eddy currents to flow dropping the L and Q of the inductor. To avoid eddy currents the
shield is not solid. Instead. a pattern of slois is etched in the shield IO interrupt eddy currenr floiv. Bringing a grounded conductor so close to the inductor signif crrntly increases
the capricitrince between the inductor windings and ground thereby reducing the SRF of
the inductor.
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Substrate trenches are thin insulating slots, lpm wide, etched to a depth of 7 p (these
values are specific to the process used in this work [25]) into the surface of the silicon substrate. These trenches present an insulating banier to substrate currents flowing near the
substrate - oxide layer boundary. Substrate currents are forced underneath or around the
trenches increasing the impedance they experience. In particular, when the trenches are
placed between the inductor windings, the inter-winding current discussed in Section 2.1.
(the current that flows from one winding, through the oxide, across the subsuate, and up
through the oxide to other windings) experiences a greater impedance. Thus the trenches
reduce substrate currents resulting in an increase in inductor quality factor.

2.3 Description of Inductor Study
The purpose of this study was to constmct inductors with uenches between the windings (to impede inter-winding current flow): and to constnict inductors with windinss
compobed of two rnetd layers as opposrd to one (toreduce series winding resistance).
The perforinrince metrics of Q. L and SRF wcrr used to compare each structure to ri basic

top rnetal only inductor (see Fie. 2.7). The cornparison enabled the merits of each design
approach to be determined.
Two sets of four inductors were designed for this study. One set of inductors were
square shaped. whiie the inductors in the other set were octagond. Target inductance values in each set were 0.4nH. 0.5nH. !.OnH. and 1.5nH as these were vdues required for a
planned VCO design. Each sa of inductors were fabtïcated three ways (Fig. 2.7): in top
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metal only, in top metal with an inter-winding substrate trench, and in a pataiiel two metal
layer fashion (2-metal). The top metal only inductors, also refened to as basic inductors,
reflected the way onchip inductors are typically fabricated, and were thecefore used as
conuol structures with which to compare the trench and 2-metal inductors.
Metal 2 Widings

Top Metai Windings

Via
Trench

Windi

Control Struc-

Trench Inductor

Windingsb

,Vi ris

'-Metal Inductor

Fig. 2.7: Cross section close-up (top row) and entire top (bottom row) views of
inductors fabricated in: a) top metal only, b) top metal with an inter-winding
substrate trench, and c) two metal layers joined by vias along the entire length of
the inductor (Spm maximum via spacing).

The purpose of the inter-winding trench was to impede inter-winding currents flowing
in the substrate. thereby reducing losses in the substrate and increrising Q.
Adding a pwilel metal winding to the top metal winding \vas done to reduce the
series winding resistance of the inductors, thereby increlising Q. In the f~bricationprocess
used the top metd Iayer had ri resistivity of LOmR per square. and the second metal laycr
had a resistivity of 28mR per square. Tbus at DC the 2-metal inductors were espected to

than that of the top metal only inductors- At the intended measurement fiequencies

(>lGHz) however, the resistivity of the windings was expected to be subject to skin effect.

Fig. 2.8 shows a plot of skin depth between 1ûûMHz and lffiHz for an aluminum con-

s and p = p,, . The frequency dependent resistance of this type of
ductor with a = 3 54x 107 ni

winding structure cannot be easily calculated. However, because the skin depth
(6,= 2.7pni at IGHz) is not much smaHer than the trace thickness ( 3 p i i 1 and ipnt for the

top and second from top metal Iriyers respectively),the series winding resisiance of the 2tnetal inductor was expcctcd ro be lower thrin thrit of the control structure.
r la4

Shin O.plh In Alumlnum

i

Fig. 2.8: Skin depth from lûûMHz to 1ûûGHz in the aluminum winding
metallizsttion.

2.3.1 Dimensions of Fabricated inductors

Basic top metd versions of each inductor were simulûted using the electromrignetic
sirnulritor Momentum included with Series IV Libra from EEsof.
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Momentum simulations showed that a line width of 1Opm yielded what appeared to be
the best Q for both the square and octagonal inductors. The line spacing was chosen to be
3 p (the minimum perrnitted by the process) in keeping with the spacing guide-line of

section 2.2.4. Table 2.1 lists other relevant dimensions for each of the square inductors.

Length of Side

Length of
Underpass

(nH)

Number of
Turns

ipm)

(pm)

(pm)

1.5

2.75

150

29

10

I .O

2.75

130

29

10

0.5

2

100

13

10

0.4

2

96

37

1O

Txget
Inductance

Width of
Underpass

Table 2.1: Dimensions of the square inductors. Each inductor had a line width of
lOprn, a line spacing of 3pm, and 80pm clearance to surrounding metal.

The underpriss lengths for the 1 .OnH and 1.5nH square inductors were made as srnaII ris
possible given the fabrication process spacing rules. Two exceptions to this were the
OdnH and 0.5nH inductors (see Fig. 2.9). These two had much longer underpas seg-

ments for reasons related to a study that wris to be conducted by Nortel Networks that used
these inductors in ri VCO. Since each inductor was to be compared only to a different
construction of itself (the control). these extendcd underpass segments were no! expected
to affect the conclusions that were to be drawn at the end of the study.

Typical Underpass

Underpass for 0.4ni-i and
0.5nH Inductor

Fig. 2.9: Underpasses for the Square Inductors
The octagond inductors were drawn using the concept of a decayin; radius on an
inwardly spiraling circle. Fig. 2.10 shows a single turn octagonal inductor with radii
labelled. Ro is the distance from the center to the stan of the inductor spiral and will be
referred to as the masimum outer radius in this document. Ri (on top of Ro) is the distance from the centsr to the end of the first tum of the inductor and will be referred to as
the minimum inner radius in this paper. R7 must be smriller than Ru by an amount thrit
xcounts for the trace width and the spticing between windings. Thus the incrementd
decrease in radius from corner to corner spiraling inward is (R, - R 7 ) / 8 . The radius to
each corner can be found using (EQ2.9).

Fig. 2.10: A single turn of an octagonal inductor.

Table 2.2 lists the dimensions of the octagond inductors fabncated in this study. The
1.OnH and the O.4nH octagonal inductors had to be lengthened to accommodate the probe
püds and feed Lines used to measure the inductors (see Fig. 2.1 1). In the case of the OdnH
octagonal inductor. 1/16 of ri turn had to be tidded to the beginning (the outside end) of the
inductor- ln the case of the 1 .OnH octagonal inductor, 3/16 of a turn were addsd for Iayout
reasons. 1/16 of a turn was added to the outsidr end of the inductor. whils 118 of a turn
wris added to the inside end OC the inductor.

Targct
Induciance

blaxirnum

Min. Inner
Radius of
Inner Winding

Turns

(Pm)

2.5

65

* indicaics inductors ihat werc rnoditicd Iaicr l'or 1-out remons

Table 2.2: Dimensions of octagonal inductors. Each inductor had a line width of
10pm,a line spacing of 3pm, and e clearance of 80ym to surrounding metal.

1116'~Tum

Added,

,

Added

Undeqasr

/

1116h~umUnderpasr

Added

\

\

- .

1,OnH Octagonal Inductor

0.3nH Octagonal Inductor

Fig. 2.11: Modifications to the LOnH and 0.4nH octagonal inductors. Note the
0.4nH inductor has a shorter and wider underpass than the 1,OnH inductor, It
should also be noted that these diagrams are not to scale. The distance between
the outer edge of the spiral and the enclosing metal was 80pm.

Al1 but the O.4nH and 0.5nH square inductors were fabricated for two port measure-

ments (Fig. 3.13). The 0.4nH and 0.5nH square inductors were fabricated for one port
measurements (Fig. 2.18) becriuse ri two port layout would have required more chip m a
than wüs rivailable. Each inductor had an accompnnying set of open and shonsd probe
pads for de-embedding purposes ris shown in Fig. 2.12.

Probe

lnductor Test Structure

Feed lines

Open Pads

Shoned Pads

Fig. 2.12: Typical layout of inductors for two port measurements
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2.4 Measurement and De-embedding
The probe pads had parasitic capacitances and the feed iines had parasitic resistances
and inductances. These parasitics were on the same order of magnitude as the incluctor
impedances and therefore had to be removed from the measurement through de-embedding. Two different de-embedding methods were employed for the two port inductors,
and a third de-embedding method was used for the one port inductors.

2.41 The Mod$ed Cho Method of De-embeddittg
The first of the two port de-embedding techniques was a modified version of the deembedding technique used by Cho [6j for the measurement of transistors. The original
technique used by Cho wris based on the merisurement of three port devices. The technique used in this work wris simplified for two port devices. This modified Cho deembedding technique assumes the pad and feed line parasitics clin be modrlled as s h o w
in Fig. 1.13. Puleasuremenis of the inductor test structure. the open pads. and the shoned
püds (ser Fig. 2-12) provide sets of Y puameters: Y,,,,I. Y,F,.

and Y,horrrespectively

which lire used in the modified Cho de-embedding method.

Fig. 2.13: Inductor surrounded by pad and feed line parasitics modified from
Cho's circuit [6].
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Fig.2.13 details the impedances and reactances used to rnodel the pad and feed Line
parasitics for the modified Cho method. With the inductor in Fig. 2.13 removed, the

model (Fig. 2.14) represents the open pad structure shown in Fig. 2.12. Open pad Y
parameters provide values for the pad shunt parasitics G 1 and G2. and the feed line to feed
line coupling parasitic, G3.

Fig. 2.11: hlodified Cho model for open pad parasitics.
I
I
If wcl assume ,
. zi and . z2 then:
G
'
G3

G 1 and G2 can be removed from the inductor test structure metisursments ( Y,,,,,,

) by sub-

traction.

(EQ2.13)

(EQ2.14)
(EQ2.15)
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(EQ2.16)
Where the subscript "a" denotes Y parameters for the inductor test structure with G 1 and
G2 removed.

Y parameters of the shorted pads are used to find 21 and 22. The shoned pad circuit
model is shown in Fig. 2.15 and wris derived by removing the inductor in Fig. 2.13 and
grounding both sides of G3.

ZI = (.Y ,,,,,,,,,-GU-'
-1

2 2 = (yz,,,,,,,- G1)

(EQ2.17)
(EQ 2.18)

The "a" slibscripted Y parameters found in (EQ1.13) - {EQ2.16) were then convertsd to
"a" subscripted Z parrimeters through mtitrix inversion. The srrirs impedances tire then

removed from the "a" subscripted 2 parmeters.

Fig. 2.15: Shorted pad circuit model for the modifieci Cho method of deembedding.

(EQ 2.19)
(EQ 2.20)
(EQ 2.21)

The new set of "b" subscripted Z parameters correspond to the inductor test structure
without G l , G2,Zl. and 22. The Y parameters for the inductor spiral by itself are found
by converting 2, to Y, through matrix inversion and adding or subtracting G3 as follows:

(EQ2.23)
IEQ 2.24)

(EQ2.25)

(EQ2.26)
The subscript "ind" refers to the spiral inductor parameters.
A series of MATLAB files where written to implement these rquations (and those of

the other two de-embedding methods) and are included in Appendix C.

2.42 The Modified Koolen Metliod of De-embedding

The second two port de-embedding method was derived from work by Koolen [ 5 ] and
uses ri two port version of Koolen's parrisitic mode1 for transis[or measurements.

Fig. 2.16: Modified IIoolen model of an inductor embedded in pad and Ieed line
parasitics.
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The rnodified Koolen rnethod assumes an equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 2.16.
Once again open and shorted pads are measured (Fig. 2.1 7) to determine the Y parameters
of the parasitic cornponents. The Y parameters of the spiral inductor without parasitics

are found using (see Appendix B for derivation of (EQ 2.27)):

(EQ2.27)

>

I

1

Open Prids

<

I

Shorted Prids

\

Fig. 2.17: Modified versions of Koolen's open and short pad parasitics models.

2.4.3 One Port Itidiictor De-embedding

As mentioned previoiisly the 0.4nH and O.SnH square inductors were frtbricrited fur
one port measurements (Fig. 2.18). Open pads were also hbricated to providç data for the
feed line de-embedding process. Due to chip ruea constrints. shorted pads were not hbricated. Only the feed line purisitics were de-ernbedded from the inductor rnerisurements
on the one pon inductors. The grounding lines for the one port spirds were left ris part of
the inductor measurements.
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Fig. 2.19 shows the one port inductor test structure circuit mode1 including pad and
feed line parasitics. G1 represents the shunt impedance and Z l the series impedance of
the feed line fkom the probe pads. Z2represents the grounding line senes impedance that

remained part of the inductor measurement. Gl was found from the y, ,open measurement
Grounding
Line
CL

Feed Line

One Port Inductor Test Structure

Open Ptid

Fig. 2.18: One port inductor test structure and open pad layout.
of the open pad structure. 21 was estimated using HP EEsof Series IV. To ensure accurate
results. the open pad was first simulated and the simulator substrate panmeters optimized
such thut the simuhted results matched the meuured open pad results. Using the opti-

Fig. 2.19: One port inductor with surrounding parasitics.

mized substrate parameters (E,= 1 1.7. substrate thickness = 80ym. metal thickness = 3pm.
and loss tangent = 0.25) the shorted pad was sirnutated and 21 extricted, The impedance
of the inductor was then determined from:

It is important to note tbat because ttie above mentioned values of substrate thickness and
loss tangent were used as fitting parameters, they do not represent actual physical values.

2.5 Summary
This chapter discussed the characteristics of on-siiicon spiral inductors. The effects of
inductor design parameters such as line spacing and line width were dso discussed. Two
fabrication techniques which have the potential of augmenting inductor Q were presented.
The design of eight inductors to be fabricated using the two techniques was also presented.
The final part of the chapter descnbed the methods by which inductor characteristics were
[O

be extncted from on-wakr rneasurements. The following chnpter discusses the mea-

sured results of the fabricrited inductors.
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CHAPTER 3: Inductor Measurement and Results
The inductors presented in Chapter 2 were fabricated in the Norte1 Networks NT55
process [25]. The inductors were then measured on wafer using an Alessi S3-APRB wafer
probing station. Wafer probing was conducted using two 40A-GSG- 175-DP wafer probes
from GGB Industries. S-parameter rneasurements were made using an HP85 10C network
analyzer with an HP8517B S-parameter test set. Anritsu K118 semi-rigid CO-axialcable
was used to connect the probes to the HP85 17B as shown in Fig. 3.1. Al1 measurements
were taken over the frequency range of [GHz to 4OGHz. The measurement system wrts
calibrated up to the probe tips using ri GGB Industries CS-5 calibration substrate. Errch
inductor had associated open and shorted prids that were measured dong with the inducror

in order to facilitate de-ernbedding of pad parrisitics.

Alessi L

J

Inductor under Test

Fig. 3.1: Inductor measurement setup configuration.
A series of MATLAB M-files were written to perform the de-embedding procedures

outlined in Chripter 2. The MATLAB code pertkrms a series of steps, s h o w in Fig. 3.2,
to obtain Q and L values for a spiral, @en raw S-parmeter data of the inductor test suuc-
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ture, the open pads, and the shorted pads. The first step is to convert al1 the S-parameter
data to Y-parameters, since the de-embedding methoàs described in Chapter 2 pertain to
Y-parameters. The next step is to perform the actual de-ernbedding of the spiral inductor
from the pad and feedline parasitics using either the modified Koolen, modified Cho, or 1port method. The two port Y-parameter network describing the spirai inductor is then
used to find the input impedance to the spiral inductor (Z,, ) with the underpass side
grounded (the conneciion of intended use in the oscillator work). L and Q values can be
crilculated from z,,, using the equritions in Fig. 3.2. The code used to perform these steps
in MATLAB is given in Appendix C.

Mcrisurcd/Rliw
S-p;inmcters
- ind. wirh pods
open prids
hhon plids

-

Y-pnnmeicrs
ind. with pads

-

- open p d s

- shun pads

Fig. 3.2: Flow chart describing the steps the de-embedding code performs to
obtain L and Q for the spiral inductor from measured S-parameter data.
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3.1 Inductor Measurement Results
The following table lists the inductor sizes and how many sets of each were measured.
In this study, a set refers to one basic, one Zmetd, and one trench inductor version- The
inductor versions are described in Chapter 2.

Inductor

Nurnber o f
Sets Measured

9

0.4 octagonal
0.5 octagonal
1 .O ociagonal
I .5octa.gonal
0.4 square
0.5square
I .Osquare
1.5 square

10
1I

9

1O
10
lI
1O

Table 3.1: lnductor sizes and number measured.
The followin_otables show merisured results for erich inductor. averiged over the number of sarnples measured.
2 Mriril

Basic

De-

Targct

cmbcd
Method

Ind.

L

(nH)

InH)
1.01
1.32
1.0
1.32

Koolen

Koolcn
Cho
Cho

1.0
1.5
1 .O
1.5

PeakQ
Freq

L
(nH)

Q

10.7 7GHz
10 5.1GHz
10.7 7GHz
10 5.7GHz

0.99

9.3

1.16

9.1
0.1
9.1

Q

0.94
1.26

Trcnçh
PeakQ
Frcq

L

Q

PcrikQ
Freq

(nH}

GHz
4.6GHz

1.0

10.7

7GHz

1.34

9.9

5.2GHr

6GHz

1.0

O .

7GHz

4.6GHz

1.33

9.9

S.2GHr

Table 3.2: Average measured results of the two port square inductors.

1

Basic

Deembed
Method
Koolen
Koolen

1 (;II

Trench

Tiet

L

Ind.

1
1

Q

(nH)

PeakQ

L

Frcq

L

Q

19

PeakQ
Freq
l5GHz

(nH)
0.46

23

Peak Q
Freq
ISGHz

Q

0.46

22.2

15GHz

(nH)
0.44

0.5

0.53

17

1IGHz

0.50

15.5

l lGHz

0.53

17

l2GHz

1.0

1.42

12

4.8GHz

1.36

9.8

4.4GHz

1.41

11.9

4.4GHz

1.41

12.7

SGHz

1.33

11.8

4.4GHz

1.40

12.5

5GHz

0.45

19

I5GHz

0.43

16.5

I5GHz

0.45

20

15GHz

0.52

16

l ]GHz

0.50

14.5

l lGHz

0.52

16.1

I IGHz

1.42

13

J.8GHz

1.36

10.1

4.4GHz

1.4

11.9

4.JGHz

1 .4O

11.7

5GHz

1.31

11.7

JAGHZ

1 .a0

12.5

SGHz

+
1:;
Koolen

1

2 Metal

Koolen

l

Cho

,

Cho

1

1.5

Table 3.3: Average measured results of the octagonal inductors (al1 two port).

Basic

Deembed
Mcihod

1 Port

Targct
Ind.
(nH)
0.4

L

Q

0.54

P dQ

Freq

(nH)
11.7

Trench

1 P*lc~d

IOSGHz

L
(nHi

0

Q

Peak Q

9.8

Freq
IO.SGHz

L
(nHi

Q

Peak Q
Frcq

0.54

11.9

IO.5GHz

Table 3.3: Average measured results for one port square inductors.
11 should be noted that the peak Q and peak Q frequency of the 0.4nH octqond trench
inductor were difficult to discern (as shown by the pIot in Fig. 3.13). The peak Q frequency was therefore considered to be 15GHz - the peak Q frequency value of the O.4nH
octagond basic inductor.
The "target inductance" values are used in the rest of this document as ri designritor
when referrïng to ri pruùculrir inductor.
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The plots in Fig. 3.6,Fig. 3.7, and Fig. 3.10 - Fig. 3.13 show average vaiues of induc-

tance and Q for each two port inductor found using the modified Cho method of deembedding. Plots of the same data obtained through îhe rnodified Koolen de-embedding
method are similar in shape, and the differences between the results obtained using each
method are captured in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. The plots in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 show
results for the one port inductors, obtained using the one port de-embedding method.
Average measured values of key parameters for the one port inductors are presented in
Table 3.4.
Each inductance curve exhibits a nearly flat region followed by a sceep upwiudly
curved region. A steep downward curved region is also present for inductors whose self
resonant frequencies were within the 1 GHz - 4WHt measurement range. These inductance curve chruacteristics result from the interaction between the inductance and the parrisitic crrpacitances present in the spiral as discussed in Chapter 2.

The relatively flat initial

part of the trüce shows thrit the inductive portion of the spird dominates. When the inductance trace cun7esupward. it indictites that the inductance of the spirai and the ptuasitic
c a p a h n c e of the spiral are approaching resonance. The inductance uace then reaches a
peak and drops offrapidly, passing rhrough zero, to a minimum vdue. The point where
the inductance is zero is the self resonmt frequency of the spiral. When the inductance
curve drops below zero. the parasitic capricitance dominrites. tuid the spiral has effectively
becorne a clipacitor. It shouId be noted chat spin1 inductors typicalIy eshibit many self
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resonant fiequency points. The present study is Limited to behaviour up to the first self
resonant frequency.
Aii the Q curves start at a low value, rise io a peak, and drop off. If the self resonant

frequency of the spiral is within the measurement range, Q will fall toward zero. Quality

factor is determined by the inductance and the losses of the spiral through the relation

derived in Chnpter 2, where L is the inductance looking into the terminais of the spird at a

particular frequency, and R is the resistance looking into the spird terminais ar the same
frequency. The circuit in Fit. 3.3 is assumed in (EQ 3,l) rind is vdid onty before self res-

onsnce 3t the frequency which L and R are found.

Fig. 3.3: Inductor with l o s for calculation of Q.
The frequency at which eiich Q cunrereriches its peak is in the relativeiy Bat portion of
the inductance trace, The initial rise in Q results from w~ increasing with frequency faster

chan R . In the initial, relatively Bat portion of the inductance curvs. series winding los,ses
dorninate which cm be approximrtted by [?O]
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where w is the width of the inductor winding (Fig. 3 3 ,

r is the overall length of the

inductor, a is the conductivity of the winding metal, r is the thickness of the winding, and
S is the skin depth as given by (EQ 2.8). (EQ 3.2) and WL

are plotted together in Fig. 3.4,

showing that oL increases more rapidly with frequency than R, .

Beyond the initial flat region of the inductance curve, one may expect Q to increase
since wL increases faster than R, . However, this is not the case. Q rolls off as the dope of
the inductance curve increases, indicating a rise in substrate losses. which eventually
become the dominant source of spiral inductor loss.

Fig. 3.4 Series resistance (Rs)and series reactance ( X s = w ~) over frequency for
inductor with

a.

-

.

= IOpr ,L = 1000p111, CS = 3.54x10!S/rii, and p = p,,

Fig. 3.5: Segment of an inductor winding.
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Fig. 3.8: Plot of each type of O.SnH square inductor average of 10 samples.
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Fig. 3.9: Plots of each type of 0.4nH square inductor average of 10 samples.
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Fig. 3.13: Plot of each type of OAnH octagonal inductor average of 9 samples.

The primary source of error in the inductor measurcments wris due to inconsistency in
the way the probes contacted the aluininum probe pads. Aluminuin is not an ideal probe
pad material ris a thin Iliyer of aluminum oxide forms on the surface of the prid which must
be pierced in order to obtain proper contact. This merint a larger downward force on the
probe pads. compared to that required for gold pads. was required to obtain a good low
resistivity contact. The amount of z-direction adjustment required on the probes to

.

achieve electrica! contact was not consistent across the wafer.
Probe contact resistmce cm substantidiy affect the Q of an indiictor ris the following
case illustrates. Using the Q and L vdues for the 0.5nH octagonal inductor. it in (EQ 3.1)

where R is the losses looking into the spirai inductor. Clearly a few hundred milliohms of
contact resistance will significantly affect the spiral's measured losses.
To minimize the effect of the inconsistent probe contact problem, each inductor test
structure was placed dong side its open and shoned pad structures in a cluster (Fig. 3.14).
Clusters were distributed across the wafer area. Each structure in a cluster w u measured
by hopping a short distance from one set of pads to the next.

Open Ptids

Shorted Pÿds

Basic
Inductor

Trench
Inductor

2-metal
inductor

Fig. 3.11: A cluster of test structures for a square inductor.

The probe z-uis setting \vas adjusttd once for the first pads in a cluster and then left

unchanged for the remainint measurements in the cluster. merining each measurement in
the cluster would experience similar contact resistances. These contact resistances can be
considered part of the feedline parrisitic resisrance and were. ideülly. removed from the
spird inductor measurement when the prid and feedline impedrinces were suburicted from
the inductor test structure measurements.
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To verm the consistency of the measurements, a 0.5nH and a 1.OnH inductor were
selected to be measured on four separate occasions. Since the results of the 0.5nH inductor showed the highest variation, they are presented in Table 3.5.
Analysis of the measurement error data presented in Table 3.5 indicates that the maximum error in peak Q was 7%. the maximum error in peak Q frequency was 10%. and the
maximum error in inductance at the peak Q frequency was 2%. The variations in peak Q
and peak Q frequency are attributable to inconsistencies in the probe contact resistance.
Inductance which is relatively insensitive to contact resistlince variations showed a rnuch

smaller mic~imumerror. While the sample set was relrttively srnall, the numbers presentsd
in Table 3.5 provide a rough error figure for the key inductor parameters presented in this

document.

"

Trial #

Pcdi Q

Peak Q Frcqucnq

I

10.0

I I GHz

7

16.3

l OGHz

Inductrinçe a[ Pcak Q
Erequcncy
0.51nH
0.52ni-i

3

15.2

l IGHz

O.52ni-i

J

15.2

l iGHz

0.53nH

-

Table 3.5: Four measurements of the same 0.5nH octagonsrl inductor.

3.3 Discussion of Inductor Results
The following sections discuss the results given in T~blr:3.2. TabIe 3.3. and Table 3.4, a?;
well as the plotted results in Fig. 3.6 to Fie. 3.13.
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3.2.1 Compiison of ModNed Koolen and ModPed Cho De-embedding Methods

Obtaining accurate measurements of any on-chip component is complicated by the
probe pads that provide the connection between the component and the measurement
probes. Pad and feedline parasitics must be de-embedded from the measurement.
Chapter 2 explains in detail the three (modified Koolen, modified Cho, and 1-port) deernbedding rnethods used in this study. Results using each method are compared and discussed in this section. It is not possible at this time, however, to make any conclusion
regarding which of the two methods is more accurate.
Referring to Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 some differences between the modified Koolen
and modified Cho method are evident. In de-embedding the l.OnH and 1.5nH square and
octrigond inductors. the two methods differed by a maximum of 1 % in L. as seen with the
1.OnH square inductor: by a maximum of 7% in Q. as seen with the 1.5nH square induc-

tor: and undetsctably in peak Q frequency. De-embedding the OAnH and 0.5nH inducton
using the two methods yielded a maximum 2 0 9 difference in perik Q.demonstrrited by the
O.4nH octagonal uench inductor. and ri maximum 2%difference in L as ddemonstrated by
the OAnH octagond two rnetai inductor. The measurements in Table 3.2 through
Table 3.4 were taken at the peak Q frequency which. as can be seen in Fig. 3.15. is where
the difierence between the Q curves of the two de-embedding rnethods is at its maximum.
Differences in the inductance cunfes are smriil over the frequency nnge of measurement.
The difference in Q curves can not be attributed simply to the small differences in
inductance. (EQ 3.1) shows that Q is directly proportional to L and therefore the 2% dif-
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ference in inductance for the 0.4nH octagonal inductor does not account for the 20% difference in Q. The reason for the discrepancies in Q must therefore be in how each method
accounts for losses, modelled as resistance in the denominator of (EQ 3.1).
The differences between the two de-embedding methods are more significant with the
smaller (0.4nH and 0.SnH) inductors than with the larger ( 1 .OnH and 1SnH) inductors.
The smaller inductors had a lower impedance when compared to the larger inductors but
the pads were the same size for al1 the inductors. Thus pad and feed line parasitics were a
more significant factor when measuring the impedance of the smaller. 0.4nH and 0.5nH,
inductors than for the larger, 1.OnH and 1

inductors. Because the pad and feedline

parasitics were a more significant factor. differences between the Koolen and Cho rnethods
in removing these parasitics formed a more significant portion of the smdler inductor final
results.
Beyond the peak Q frequency. Q curvès from each de-embedding method ripproach
each other. but do not become CO-incidentas they were before the perik. The two methods
assume different lumped element models for the feed line and pad parasitics which
become less accurate ris frequency increases. Because the two models make different
assumptions. they break down in different ways. leadinp to the smdl difkrence between
the Q curves beyond the peak Q frequency.
The differences between these two de-embedding methods are significtlnt and demonstrate the need for funher study in this area. The modified Cho method of de-embeddinp

provided lower peak Q values for each inductor. Since neither method of de-ernbedding
has k e n proven to be more accurate than the other, the more conservative results (those

obtained using the modified Cho method) are used throughout the remahder of this document unless otherwise stated.

Fia. 3.13: Q and L curves of the basic 0.5nH octagonal inductor using the two deembedding methods.

3.2.2 Eflecr of Using T w Metal iayers to Fabricate Inductor Wndings
The ?-metal inductor layout was expected to show an irnprovement in Q over the con[roi inductor (basic inductor) layout because of the reduction in series winding resistance
provided by the second metal lriyer. The results. however. showed the 2-metal inductors
hrid ri Iower (7% to 189) Q than the basic inductor versions. The use of metal hyers

knerith the top metd layer brousht the inductar closer to the under-lying lossy silicon
substrate. increrising substmte losses chrougti higher capricicive and inductive couplinp.
As wrii. the î-metai inductors could not malie use of second metai Layer underpasses as
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did the basic and trench inductors. Underpasses for the 2-metd inductors were created in

the bottom metal (highest resistivity) layer, adding to the series losses.
The srnetal inductors also demonstrated inductance vdues that were 4% to 7% lower
when cornpared to the basic inductors. Adding the second metal Iayer to the windings
increased the inter-winding capacitance of the inductors, and increased the winding capac-

itance to the grounded substrate. These increased capacitances served to decrease the
overall inductance of the spiral. The closer proximity of the 2-metal spirils to the silicon
substrate also lead to greater inductive coupling between current flowing in the inductor
windings and mirrored currents Clowing in the substrate, funher reducing the overall
inductance of the 2-metd spirals.
Plots of the 1 .OnH and 1.5nH square and octagonal inductor results (Fig. 3.6. Fis. 3.7.
Fig. 3. IO. and Fig. 3.1 1 ) indicate the 2-metri1 inductors had ri S W on the order of 4%
lower than the SRF of ~ h basic
e
inductor versions. As discussed above. the 2-metül spirals
hrid higher parrisitic capacitances. which lead to the Iower dernonstrrited self resonrint frequencies.

3.7.3 Eflect of Trerich on InducforPerformance
in generril the trench inductors performed similarly to the basic inductors. SRF was on
average slightly hisher ris shown in Table 3.6. The plots shown in Fis. 3.6 through
Fig. 3.13 show thrit the crench inductor Q roll-off at frequencies above the peak Q Cre-
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quency was more gradua1 than in the case of the basic inductors. Trench inductor pedc Q
values were, in general, close to those of the basic inductors.
Starting at or beyond the peak Q frequency the results show vench inductor Qs to be
higher than basic inductor Qs. The O.4nH vench inductor showed a Q increase of >5% at

1SGHz compared to the 0.4nH basic inductor; this result is shown in Fig. 3.13. The
trenches are an insulating barrier which irnpede the inter-winding current flow shown in
Fig. 2.2. This current not only produces ohrnic loss, but aiso reduces the overail inductance of the spiral. Irnprovement in Q was therefore expected at higher frequencies where
substrate losses dominate. However. it is not possible. at this time. to determine if there is
a relationship between the peak Q frequency and the frequency at which the trenches stem

to prodiice a higher Q.
Titble 3.6 summarizes the effect thrit the trenches have on SRF. Only SRF values for
the I .OnH and 1.5nH inductors are provided because the srnaller inductor values hrid SRFs

higher than the 40GHz bandwidth of the network analyzer used to measure the inductors.

1

1.5

1

Square

1

24.5

1 .O

1

0ciagnal

1

23.5

1

25

23.5

Table 3.6: Measured average self resonant frequencies of inductors with L>O.SnH
The data suggests the presence of trenches increrises the SRF of the spird by ri small

amount (O.SGHz in most cases). This c m be attributed to the increase in inter-winding
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irnpedance introduced by the trenches. Greater inter-winding impedance, means less
capacitive coupling between the windings (lower Cp in Fig. 2.3), and therefore increases
the self resonant frequency.

3.2.4 Eflect of lnductor Site on Performance

The small inductors (0.4ni-i and 0.5nH) had a shorter overall trace length and a srndler
overall surface area compared to the l.OnH and 1.5nH inductors. The shorter trace length
leads to a lower overall inductance; and the smaller surface area leads to less capacitive
coupling to the substrate. Both the smaller inductance and the lower substrare capacitsnce
push the SRF and the peak Q frequency higher as observed in the results (Table 3.2.
Table 3.3. and Table 3.4).

3.2.5 ESfect of I~idiictorSliape on Perfor~~tance
Circular and octagond spiral inductors have shown up to 10% l o w r series lossss
when comprired to square inductors of the stime inductance value [IO]. Square inductors

have abrupt discontinuilit.~;it the corners which Iead to losses due io current crowding and
more cripricitive coupling to the substrate. Circulrir inductors have no discontinuities and
therefore do not suffer from spurious mode effects. While octagonal inductors also have
discontinuities at sach corner. the discontinuities tire not as sharp as in the case of the
square inductors. Generrrlly the performance of octagonal inductors is comparrbls to thst
of circular inducton.
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Square inductors are popular because they occupy less chip area than circular and

octagonal inductors, and cm be produced in any silicon IC fabrication process. Many
semi-conductor fabrication processes are unable to resolve curved shapes and therefore do

not permit circular spirals. For this reason octagonal inductors are often used, as they are
acceptable to most fabrication processes but provide performance comparable to that of
circulx inductors.
The highest Q inductor in this study was an octagonal0.4nH trench inductor with a Q
of 20 at 15GHz which, to the author's knowkdge, is the highest reponed Q for an on-silicon spin1 indiictor fabricated in a standard production process.

3.3 Spiral Inductor Simulation
At the beginning of this reseuch work tricet inductance vaIues of O..lnH. O.5nH.

1 .OnH. iind 1.5nH were selected as these inductance vdues were of initial interest for

potentid future oscillator work. Chaptcr 4 discusses an oscillator that uses the 0.5nH
octrigona1 trench inductor.
The inductors were drawn ruid simulated using the HP EEsof Series IV layout tool and

HP EEsof Series IV Momumentum (a rnethod of moments EM simulator) respectively.
Through an iierative process of simuhion and modification. dimensions for each inductor
were found that. in sirnuiarion. provided the target inductance vdurs ruid Q>15.
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3.3.1 OcIcrgonaf Inductor Simulorion

When simulating the speciai case of closely spaced vertically stacked metal traces, the
Momentum simulator required its analysis mesh to be exactly the sarne on each of the
closely spaced layers. Due to the close spacing between the bottom of the inductor windings and tbe underpass metd (lpm), the anaiysis mesh had to be manudly drawn on and
near the underpass in order to make the meshing on the windings match the meshing on
the underpass. While this technique worked well for the square inductors whose vertices
feil on the drawing grid of the layout tool, the octagond inductors had vertices off the
drriwins grid of the Librri Layout tool. This made the process of defining the Momentum
anaiysis mesh \.ery difficult as it had to be drawn without rhe benefit af grid snapping. As
ti resuit,

the Momentum generrited analysis mesh was not correctly gcneraied on and near

the underpass for the octagona1 inductors. Thus the underpasses were left out of the simuIation of the octagonal inductors. Octagona1 inductor simulation results were not taken to
be accurate. and were only used as a rough guide in selecting the octagond inductor
dimensions given in Table 2.2. Simulation results for the octagond inductors are thersfore
not presented here.
It is aiso imponant to note that the O.hH and 1.OnH octagond inductors were modified. as discussed in Section 2.3.1, to simplify the layout, which added further difkrences
between the simulateci structure and the merisured structure.
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3.3.2 Comparisdn of Square Inductor Simukrtions and Measurements
Each of the square inductors was simulated in its final fom after fabrication using HP
ADS version 1.1 Momentum which is a later version of Series lV Libra Momentum. The
switch from Libra to ADS had to be made due to ;in intermittent bug in Libra Momentum
that wouId not allow user defined iuialysis mesh generation, The matend parameters that

were used in al1 the electromagnetic simulations are given in Table 3-7.

i
t
Elemenc

Rnrneter

Valuc

Substnte

thickness

350pm

bulk resistivity

l ORcm

height ahow
subslnic

4.8pm

resisiiviiy

30mrUsqulirc.

Stcvnd m w l

(liir underpriss)

[

I

height ahove

1

3.3prn

Table 3.7: Material values used in HP EEsof Momentum for each inducior.

MnH

1

23

12

1

IYGHz

IOSGHL

1 0.13nH

0.54nH

(

»*

>>

* the symbol» rnrrns the SRF \vas beyond ihr JûGHr nnpc of the test rquipmenr

Table 3.8: Simulated and measured parameters for the basic square inductors.
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Table 3.8 shows key simulated and measured parameters for each of the basic square
inductors. The data in Table 3.8 is takea fiom the plots given in Fig. 3.17 to Fig. 3.20
which show simulated and measured Q and L values. Note the plot of simulated 0.4nH
square inductor results (Fig. 3.20) shows anomalous values between 2GHz and 7GHz.
Repeated simulations provided the sarne anomalous results. These values were considered inaccurate; however it is not clear why ADS Mornentum generated these anomalous
results.
As can be seen from the data in Table 3.8 there were significant differences between

the sirnulated and measured paramems for each inductor with the grealest differences
found in the O.lnH inductor results. For the O.4nH inductor the simulrtted peak Q was
92% above the measured Q, and the simulated inductance was 20% lower than the mca-

siired. The srnaIlest diffennces between sirnulüted and measured data were found in the
1 .OnH inductor results. For the 1.OnH inductor. simulüted peak Q was 45% higher than

the measured peak Q. simulrtted inductance wiu very close to the rneuured inductsnce
with ri 5% devirition. and the simulrited SRF \sras 16% higher thrui the measured.
In erich case the simulator provided ri higher SRF and perik Q than wllc rneasured. The
discrepancies in simuhted and measured dari were sttributed to assurnptions made in the
simufator code. The most significant of these rissumptions wris the modelling of al1 metril
Iriyers as two dimensional structures (zero thicknsss). This led to inaccurricies in three
areris: the capacitance between windings?the capacitance between the windings and the
underpw metd. and the resistance of the windings.
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The two dimensionai nature of the sirnulated winding metai permitted for only fringe
capacitance between the windings. The winding metal was in reality 3 p n thick and the
windings were spaced 3 p apart. The one to one ratio between winding spacing and
winding thickness suggests that parallel plate capacitance was not negligible, which contributed to the overall error in estimating the self resonant frequency of the spiral.
By discounting the conductor thickness, the sirnulator increased the distance between
the windings and the underpass as shown in Fig. 3.16. The actual physical structure hüli ri
top metal to underpass metal spacing of approxirnately 1.2pm [?SI. The simulator
neglects the thickness of the underpass thereby placing it Z.$m beneath the top metal
layer. Assuming only parallel plaie capacitrtncc between the windings and the underpus.
(EQ 3.4) shows the extra distance drops the winding to underpas captiicitrince by 459.

(EQ3.4)

The rissumption of infinitesimal metd thicknsss rilso creattd errors in estimriting the
windinz losses. Becüuse the rnetal had zero depth. the EM simulator was unnble to consider skin effects in the windings. The sirnulritor ussd a simple user provided sheet resistance value to crilculate winding losses. As provided by [25]. the top metd shiset
resistance was 1OmR per square. and the underpass metd sheet resistnnce was 30mR per
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square. The sheet resistance values reflect the DC resistance and do not accaunt for skin
effect.

\

\Physical Structure

Simuliited Structure

Fig. 3.16: Cross section views of simulator metallization layering and actual
physical metallization layering, for underpass portion of inductor.
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Fig. 3.17: Measured and simulated data for the 1.SnCi square inductor.
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Fig. 3.19: Measured and simulated data for the O.SnH square inductor.
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Flg. 3.20: bleasured and simulated data for the 0.4nH square inductor.

3.4 Summary
This chapter discussed the measurement appmtus used to rneasure the fabricated onchip spirül inductors. Merisured results for al1 the inductors were iilso presented. rilong
with anrilysis of the results. This chapter d s o comprired some of the measured results with
simulated results.

The following chapter discusses oscilIator design theory and the design of a fully inteorated oscillator thrit incorporates the 0.5nH octagond trench inductor.

b
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CHAPTER 4: OsciUator Theory and Design
A radio-frequency osciilator is a circuit that generates a periodic signal fiom the

energy it receives through DC bias. In the transmit and receive frequency range of wireless circuits, oscillators are generally made using a negative resistance ce11 or gain block
and a resonating structure. Since the resonator, in part, determines the spectral purity of
the oscillator, a fundamental understanding of its operation is required prior to oscillator
design. Consequently the basic LCR resonator will be examined first.

4.1 Parallel LCR Resonators

(a) Lossless Resonator

(b) Resonritor with Loss

Fig. 1.1: Parallel LC resonator structures: a) lossless and b) with loss.
The ratio of input voltage to input curent for the resonntor in Fig. 4. lb crin be found
through circuit rinalysis.

(EQ 4.1)

the roots of the denominator ( p , , Pr ) are

When the circuit is excited by a single impulse of cucrent I(s) = 1 ,the voltage response
will drop exponentidly due to dissipation in the resistor. However, as the voltage drops to
its steady-state value. it may oscillate depending on the values of R, C. and L.

i

The requirement for damped oscillation of the resonator is E'

=.
I

Under this condi-

tion the circuit is said to be underdamped and will osciliate in an exponentidly decrerising
fashion. The dectly constant is a funciion of the resonritor quality factor (Q). If Q== the
oscillator signal docs not decay.

3.1.1 Resonator Qiiality Factor

When discussing resonators. quality factor (QI
refers to the ratio of peük storsd energ
to power dissipated per cycle. The general formula for Q is

(EQ4.5)
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and can be used to determine the Q of the LCR circuit of Fig. 4.1b. E,, is the peak energy
stored in the system, and Pfos,,,/cycleis ihe p w e r dissipated in the circuit per cycle. At
resonance the inductor and capacitor alternate in storing energy over a cycle: thus the peak
stored energy can be defined as king in either the inductor or the capacitor. Therefore

When

v,, is the peÿk voltage acmss the circuit. The loss per cycle is simply the power

dissipation in the resistor divided by T . rhe period of the oscillation.

(EQ4.7)
where v.,,,, is the root mean qum voling mors the circuit. Using T =

\',,,,, =

2
and
W

",,, .the powsr loss per cycle becornes
fi

P

r/

'

. =

Y(4
-' R I (?)
w
>A

Usiq (EQ 4.6) and (EQ 4.8).[EQ 4.5) reduces to
Q = oRC

(EQ3.9)

An alternative expression for Q. used Iriter in this work. is:

where do is the rate of change of resonîior irnpedance angle with respect to lirquency.
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It can be shown that analyzing the circuit in Fig. 4.lb and using (EQ4.10)to find Q yields

(EQ4.9). (EQ4.10)is useful when determining the Q of a resonator from measured input
voltages and currents.

4.1.2 Parallel Resonator with Series Inductor b s s e s

The oscillator designed in this work incorporated a resonator with losses in series with
the inductor as shown in Fie. 4.2. This resonator structure will be referred to as the paralle1 resonator with series loss or PRSL.

Fig. 1.2: Parallel resonator with series inductor losses.

The input impedance to this circuit cm be found through circuit analysis.

(EQ 4.1 1)
(EQ 4.12)
(EQ 4.13)

(EQ 4.14)
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The input irnpedance given in (EQ 4.14) has a frequency response that is different
from that of the parallel LCR circuit. The magnitude of the parallel LCR resonator's input
impedance is highest when the input impedmce's phase angie is zero. This is not the case
for the PRSL, where the zero phase crossing and peak magnitude occur at the same frequency only when the series losses ( r ) spproach zero.

If the inductor qudity factor. defined as Q, =

*.
r

is greater than 10. the PRSL can be

approximated ris a parailel LCR resonator [21]. The plots in Fig. 3.3 demonstrate that as
Q, increases. the behaviour of the PRSL approaches that of the parallel LCR resonator.

In Fig. 4.3a the Q of the paraliel LCR resonator and the Q, of the PRSL are 2. The
magnitude and the phase of the PRSL vary significitiy €rom the prirallel LCR circuit's
magnitude and phase. Note also thrit the zero phase angle crossing of the PRSL doss not
occur at the same frequency as its peak magnitude. In Fit. 4.3b the 4 and Q, of both the
resonator types are 10. The magnitude plots of the two resonritor types tire so similtir thtir
they are indistinguishable in Fig. 4.3b. In Fis. 4 . 3 ~the p and 0,of erich resonritor circuit

are 20. Once again the magnitude curves rire indistinguishable. and in this case. the phase
curves rire nearly coincident near their zero phase angle crossings.

Fig. 1.3: Parallel resonator with parallel losses and parallel resonator with series
losses: a) for Q=2, b) for Q=10, and c) for Q=20. Note the magnitude curves for
the two types of resonator appear coincident in plots b and e.
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4.1.3 Sustained OscilIrition

In the case of the parallel LCR resonator, a sustained oscillation can occur if the resonator losses are compensated for, transfonning the parallel LCR resonator into the lossless

LC resonator of Fig. 4. la. (EQ 4.3) and (EQ 4.4) would then sirnpliQ to
pi = , / c c

(EQ4.15)

pi. = -j/Cc

(EQ4.16)

and the circuit would oscillate at a frequency of

I/KC.

Resonritor loss compensation can be achieved by ridding a power source that replenishes dissipated oscillation energy in panltel with the resonator. The power source cm be
represented by a negative resistance as shown Fig. 4.4. With the losses compensated. the

LCR resonator sustains oscillation Iike the losdess pwdlel LC resonator of Fig. 4. la.
In practical oscillators. diodes or transistor amplifiers rire used io forni the replenishing
power source. If the power provided to the resonator by the power source is esactly equal
to the power dissipareci. the oscillntion signal energy will neither increase nor decrease.
Since the initial oscillation energy in the resonator is typicdly noise. it is desirable to have
the oscillation signal increase to a usable level. In the case of the parallel LCR resonator.
this is done by making the magnitude of the negative resistance smaller thm the resonator
loss resistance. To ensure oscillation buildup is robust againsi variations in the parriIlel

LCR resonator losses. the magnitude of the negativr resistance is typically made smaller
than the loss resistance by a factor of t h e [8].
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The oscillation amplitude limits when the magnitude of the negative resistance created
by the transistor or diode circuit increases, through large signal effects such as cut-off or

samation, to the vahe of the resonator resistance.

Resonntor with Loss Cancelled
Fig. 1.4: LC resonator with losses cancelled by -R.

4.2 Phase Noise
One of the most critical charricteristics of an oscillator. with respect to the radio system, is its phase noise level.

Phase noise d e f i to the rrindorn phase fluctuiltions present in

the output signal of riIl oscillritors. Phase noix degrides the signal to noisr ratio of com-

munication systems and therefore places n Iimit on the systern performance. Consequentiy. phase noise is specified nt the system level and is hence ri design requirement for

the oscillator.
In spite of its importance to system performance, predicting phase noise continues to

prove difficult. A number of different phase noise calculiition methods have been piiblished with various claims of success. The most widely known and cited phase noise
equation is bassd on work by Leeson [13]. and w s ussd in this research to predict phase
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noise. Leeson's equation centers around the noise filtering capabilities of the resonator
circuit, and the noise generated by losses in the resonator and by the negative resistance
element (Fig. 4.4)- Section 4.3 will discuss how an amplifier with positive feedback is
used to create the negative resistance element.

Fig. 4.5: Oscillator feedback loop for phase noise mode1 derivation.

Fig. 1.5shows a basic feedback loop used for phase noise mode1 derivation. In the
loop. B(s)is considrred a resonritor circuit admittüncc. converting the output voltage ( v,, I
to ri current ( i , ). The factor A is considered a trrinsimpedance amplifier response. converting i, to the output voltage, The trrinsfer function of the loop crin be found-ris follotvs.

-;,

(EQ 4.17)

Y', = .-Li,

(EQ 4.18)

i, = B ( s ) i , ,

(EQ1.19)

i s = il,

Substituting (EQ 4.18) and (EQ 4.19) into (EQ 4.17 i @es:

(EQ 1.11)
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When the osciljation condition is satisfied in steady state (the signal is no longer growhg), the denominator of (EQ 4.21) must equai zero. Tberefore AB(s) = - 1 at the resonant
frequency of the circuit. For the purposes of tbis discussion, the amplifier (or negative
tesistmce element) is considered ta be ideal and therefore A is a constant with respect to
frequency. B(s) does Vary with frequency. and cm be approximated around the resonant
) using a Taylor series [ 141 where AU represents a srnaIl change in frefrequency (a,,

quency €rom w, :

(EQ 4.22)
rind ( EQ 4.2 I) becomes

(EQ 4.23)

Rscdling thtic AB( jo,,)
= - I .(EQ1.13)simplifies to

Since .4B( j w ) h;is an amplitude and a phase component rind .4 is a constant. AB( jo)can
dB
k decomposed to .4B(jo)= l.qll~(j w ~ l c 'and
~ Acrin br written
do
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The right band side of (EQ 4.25) is composed of two orthogonal terms; so the magnitude
of A-dB becomes
dw

As shown in Fig. 4.6 the magnitude of B (the resonator admittance) changes slowly
near q,.
where as its phase changes rapidly: thus the 1.41'

' te,

in (EQ 1.16) c m be

ignored.

Fig. 4.6: Magnitude and phase response of an LCR resonator with a Q of 30.
Because 1.4 BI = I a w,, .1~'1~'-

I

at smdl frequency offsets from o,,
. Thereforc.

(EQ 4.27)
Substituting
back into (EQ 4.24).

Using a rearranpd forrn of (EQ4.10).

(EQ4.28) becornes
121= 3,
a.

(EQ4.29)
The input signal ( i , ) in this mdysis is the noise current due to resonator losses. The out-

put signal (v,,) is the voltage across the resonator and is found by rnultiplying the rnean
squared noise current per hem by rhe transfer function in (EQ4.29) squrired: Y,?, =

The noise current i, is defined ris

(EQ1.30)
and has units of Ariiprr's* .where r; is Boltzmann's constant. T is the temperature of the
resonator in Kelvins. R is the rssistrince Looking into the resonator rit o,,
. r.: therefore
becomes

(EQ4.31)
This noise signal accounts for both amplitude noise and phase noise. The noise energ' is
assumed to divide equally betwren these tïvo types of noise. Since oscillators usually
operate with active devices eithsr cut-off or in saturation for part of the cycle. amplitude
noise rit the output of the oscillator is usually significrintly suppressed relative to the phrise
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noise portion, and phase noise is therefore usually considered the dominant form of noise
in an osciiiator. The phase portion of the noise.

c,,.

is therefore
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'

(EQ1.32)
Recall A is simply the negative resistance which at steady state oscillation exactly cancels
the tank losses R . Therefore

A' = R'

and (EQ 4.31) becomes

(EQ4.33)
Phase noise is ~isuallygiven as merin square noise \*oltagerelative to the mean square
signal voltage so ( EQ 4.33 ) becomes

(EQ 4.34)

(EQ 4.34) is rhe double sideband noise power. Phase noise is typicdly given ris the single

sideband noise power which is obtiiined by dividing (EQ 1.34)by two.

(EQ 5.35)

To cleanup the lefi hand side of (EQ 4.35). the equation

PH =

& is ured. whrre Px
''y, c.

denotes phase noise. Also. using the relation for output signal power.

(EQ4.35) is rewritten ris:

P,,,

y
= ,:.

R

This equation ody accounts for the noise produced by Iosses in the resonator. It does
not account for noise from the unstable amplifier providing the negative resistance. To
account for amplifier noise, a factor F,which is often taken to be the noise factor of the
amplifier, is inserted in (EQ 4.36) to produce equation (EQ 4.37). The noise factor of an
amplifier is defined as (15) the total output amplifier output noise power divided by the
output noise power due to the input source. The noise factor of an amplifier is derived
under smiill signal conditions and is dependent on the impedances at the input and output
of the amplifier.

(EQ1.37)
(EQ4.37) is a simplified version of Leeson's equation thrit shows the importance of
high resonritor Q factor for reducing phase noise. In this derivation the negative resistance
element wris rissimed to be ideal, however. in redity it will load the resonator ris well as
provide energy. Q in (EQ4.37) must therefore be the resonator Q with the londing of the
amplifier and any other externd loading (some osciIlators draw their output directly from
the resonator). The Q of the loaded resonator is known as the loaded Q, a d the unloaded
resonator Q is called the unloaded Q.

-Rceïl ficker noise contributions to phase noise crin be included by modifying
(EQ 4.37) to:

where w, is the flicker noise comer frequency of the negative resistance device. Flicker
noise in etectronic devices is usually attributed to the random uapping and releasing of
charges by impurities in the semiconductor material. Flicker noise power decreases as frequency increases demonstrating a l/f characteristic. The flicker noise comer frequency of
a device is the frequency at which the flicker noise power of the device is equal to the
white noise power (Le. thermal noise) of the device.
Flicker noise contributions were not considered in this work due to the Iack of a reIiable w, value for the bipo1i.u proccss used in the design of the oscillator. Thus phase noise
estimations made in Section 4.5.5 used (EQ4.37).

4.3 Generation of Negative Resistance
Genrrlilly an amplifier containing a posirive feedback loop is used to genertite the
required negative resistance. This type of amplifier confiprrition is often called ri -R cell.
In the case of microwave oscillators this amplifier can be as simple as a single transistor or
even a Gunn diode. Rather than appearing purely resistive -R cells usually add some
capacitance to the circuit that needs to be accounted for in the design of an oscillritor
(Fig. 4.71.

Fig. 4.7: Small-signal circuit of LCR resonator with unstable amplifier.

If R, is made equal to R then the circuit will oscillate with an amplitude that neither
decrertses nor increases. In prictical oscil!ators however R, is made smaller to purinntee
crinceliation of resonator losse3 and to permit the oscillrition signa! [O grow. Signal amplitude will increase until I q e signal effects such ris satumiion or cutoff increrise the rnagnicude of R, to the point that I-it,,I = IKI
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4.3.1 The Cross-coupled Differenrial Pair

One type of -Rce11 is the cross-coupled differential pair. Shown in Fig. 4.8, this cir-

cuit has been used at microwave frequencies on silicon 191.

Fig. 4.8: Cross-coupled differential pair circuit (biasing not show).
Using the smdl si=nlil T model [7j and assuming the cripacitors in Fie. 4.8 are large
enough to ignore. it is possible to find an expression t'or the input impedancs of the crosscoupled pair.

Fig. 1.9: Small signal model of cross-coupled pair.
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(EQ4.39)
SinCe i,, = -i,,

,

(EQ4.40)

V = ?i,,(r,+ R E )

Exarnining the current flow in the circuit we find:

(EQ4.41)

1 = aie2+(iel
-airl)

where

a

is the cornmon base current gain and is defined as a =

P .
P+l

Once again using i,, = -i,?.

1 = ic,
-2ui,,

(EQ4.42)

Dividing (EQ4.40) by (EQ 3.32) gives:

(EQ 4-43)

if WC assume a = i .then

-v = (-2)( r, + R E )
1

(EQ 4-44)

Thus the impedance looking into the cross-couplcd pair is negative as s h o w in

(EQ4.44). For simpIicity this andysis ignored parrisitics in the bipoIar junction triisistors (BJT).
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4.3.2 The Cross-coupled Differeniial Pair with Emiîter-Follower Buflers
A useful modification to the cross-coupled differential pair can be made by adding

emitter-followers to the feedback path as shown in Fig. 4.10. The addition of the emitierfollower transistors Q3and Q4buffers the resonator from the differential pair input impedance (increasing the loaded resonator Q) and provides a frequency tuning method which is
discussed in Section 4.4.

Fig. 4.10: Cross-coupled Differential Pair with Emitter-Follower Buffers (biasing
not shown).
Small signal analysis of this circuit (ignocing transistor piv'asitics) shows that its terminal impedance is similar to that of the plain cross-coupled differentiai pair. The small sig-

nal equivdent circuit is shown in Fig. 4.1 1.

Fig. 4.11: Small Signal equivalent circuit of cross coupled pair with emitterfollowers.

V

=

-

-

i r 3 r r ,+ i r l ( r C+ R E ) i r Z ( r , .+ R E ) i r 4 r r ,

(EQ4.45)

Ducs to the mirrored nature of the circuit
irZ = -irl
irJ

(EQ1.46)

and

(EQ4.47)

= -ic:

Reducing (EQ 4.45) using (EQ 4.16) and (EQ4-47) gives:

(EQ4.38)

v finail? reduces CO
V = Z i , , [ ~ , ( l -CL)+,-,

Similtirly an expression for r can be found:

+RE]

(EQ4.50)
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1

= aicZ4 ic3- a&

(EQ4.51)

Using (EQ 4.46) and (EQ 4.49) the expression for 1 becomes

(EQ4.52)
(EQ4.53)
The expression for the small signal input impedance to the cross coupled differentid pair
with emitter-followers is

-y =
1

-

Zi,,[r,,(I-a)+r,+R,I ? [ , ; , I I - a i + r , + R , ]
i,,(I - a - a , - a + a a , )
( 1 -Lu-a,+aa,,)

(EQ4.51)

If we usume for simplicity that al1 the transistors have a current gain P > 1oi.i. then u = 1 .
a, = I .and (EQ 4-54) reduces to

-vI = -l(rr + R E )

(EQ4.55)

The above anülysis shows that plrtcing the emitter-followers in the feedback path of the
cross coupled pair. ideally. hris little dfect on the negative resistance generritsd.
The circuits of Fig. 1.8 and Fig. 4.10 prcisent ri negative resistance rtt their terminais.
which indicates -R cells provide energy to the resonator. However. this is not the whole
story: the resonator must supply energy to the -R cell in order to get more btick r the -R ceII
is rui amplifierthat requires some stimulus). This energy lost by the resonator is a form of
resistive loriding thrit decreues the resonator's lorided Q.
Placing emittsr-followers in the feedback path reducçs the resistive loriding of the -R
cell on the resonator. The ernitter-foltotvers buffer the resonator from the differential pair
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impedance. Appendix A shows the derivation of the input ruid output impedance of the
emitter-follower. The input impedance is
c, = rr+ ( 1 + b)RL

(EQ 4.56)

where RL is the impedance of the differentiai pair transistor that is connected to the emitter
of the emitter-follower. The loading on the resonator is reduced by a factor of ( I + P) ,
increasing the loaded Q.
Another advantage of the emitter-follower buffers is their use in tuning oscillation frequency as described in the next section.

1.4 Frequency Tuning
Fully integrated oscillators oAen control the oscillation frequency via a reverse biased
diode which provides ti voltage controlled capricitance. With the emitter-follower buffered
differential pair shown in Fig. 4.10. oscillation frequency clin be controlled by vürying the
bias current in the emitter-follower buffers or in the differential pair. Erich transistor connected to the resonator locids the resonritor by ridding some amount of parasitic resisttince
and reactance. The parasitic reactance reduces the oscilIation frequency of the resonator.
Oscillation frequency can be controlled by varying the degree of transistor partisitics presented to the resonator.
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4.4.1 Emiîîer-Follower Current Conîrolled Frequenq Tuning
As shown in Fig. 4.10, the bases of the emitter-follower buffers are capacitively coupled to

the resonator. The base of an emitter-foiiower has several parasitic capacitances as shown
in the smalI signal model in Fig. 4.12.

+<W.%,.$ g",'r

'rn

-

Fig. 4.12: Emitter=followersmall signal model with parasitic capacitances.

c,, is the base-emitter junction capacitance and c,, is the base-collecter junction
capricitance. Both of these pwasitic capricitrinces result from the charge differeniials in the
transition region of their respective junctions and are therefore dependent on the volttige
ricross the junctions. C,,,is the brise-emitter diffusion capacitance (often crilled the charge
storage capricitrince)which is created by the presence of minority charge carriers when the
junction is fonirard biased. The base-collectorjunction does not have a puissitic diffusion
ciipacitsnce becausri it is reverse biased under normal (active region) operstion of the BJT.
Under forward bias conducting conditions the diffusion capacitance dominates as the
dspletion rezion disappears. eliminating the junction capacitance. Diffusion capacitance
is directlp proportionid to bias current tuid can be cdculated usine [161

-

where q is the magnitude of the charge on an electron, k is Boltzmann's constant
( 1.38~10-"$ ),

T is the amperanue in Kelvins. r, is the average lifetime of a minority

charge carrier, and I,,, is the DC base current. (EQ 4.57) shows that the bias current c m
be used to control the base-emitter capacitance, which is part of the resonator's effective

capacitance.
It should be noted that the ouicome of this effect is complicated by C,,'s role in determining the current gain of the transistor. Because the oscillator is designed for 14.5GHz
and the f, of the transistors used is 37GHz. the transistor's current gain is rolling off with
frequency and is determined frorn [ 19)

PCjwi =

P,,

(EQ4.58)

I + jwr,I C, + Cu)

where p,, is the low frequency current gain. and C, =

Cdr+ Cr,,. The

input impedance of

the emitttx-follower is dependent on the base impedance of the emitter-follower transistor
(,,,

1.

on the emitter irnpedance ( zE 1. and on the current gain ( P( j w ) 1.

:,, = :ltr

Therefore.

C,,,.

+ ( 1 + P(ju)kE

(EQ4.59)

not only affecrs :,, in a direct fashion. but also indirectly affects (through

the current gain) how an ernitter impedance appears rit the b a c .
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4.4.2 Differenîial Pair B k Current Controlled Frequency Tuning

The differential pair loads the resonator in two ways. The first is the impedance pre-

sented to the resonator by the coilector of the differential pair transistors. This impedance
changes little with bias current. The second way the differential pair loads the tank is indi-

rectly through the emitter-followers, The bases of the differential pair transistors load the
emitter nodes of the emitter-followers as shown in Fit. 4.13.
To simplify the analysis of the circuit in Fig. 4.13, no emitter degeneration is assumed
on the differential pair transistor. The base-collector capacitance of the differential pair
trmsistor has been broken into two capacitors using Miller's Theorern:
ground capacitance that is absorbed in :,.

C,

C, ,and a base to

is the emirter-follower bue to collecter

capacitance and is left out of the input impedance cdculation (EQ4.60) for simpliciry.

Fig. 4.13: Small signal model of emitter-follotver with difTerential pair transistor
as load.

The input impedance of the etnitter-follower with ri differential pair transistor lotid is

Differential pair bias current tuning uses the same principle as the emitter-follower
bias current tuning: control of the diffusion capacitance Cd, which affects zZl in
(EQ 4.60). The relationship between changes in differential pair transistor Cd, and the
oscillation frequency is complicated by the current gain of the emitter-follower transistors
as shown in (EQ 4.60).
It is important to note that this analysis was done in the smdl signal regime assuming
d l the transistors were operating in the active mode. Changes in bias current can cause
some transistors to operate in the saturation region for part of the oscillation cycle, complictiting the analysis.

4.5 Design of Bias Current Tuned Oscillator
As mentioned in Chapter 1. the oscillator desisned in this work was to use bias current

to tune the oscillation frequency. and to trirget the specifications in T ~ b l 4.1.
e
P;urimerer

Tûrget Value

Frcqucncy

14- 15 GHz

Phase Noise

- 1 19 dBcMz @ [MHz o t k t

-

Table 1.1: Tarpi specifications for bias tuned oscillator.
This section describes the key design choices that were made in the design of the bicts
current tuned oscillator presented in this document. With the exception of the inductor
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anaiysis, al1 simulations on the osciliator circuit were performed using SpectreRF version

4.4.2.1. Simulations were performed without considerations of transmission Line effects
due to the lack of reliable models.

Due to process availability issues, the bias current tuned oscillator was designed for
fabrication in the NT35 process defined in 1171, Al1 the substrate and metalhzation propenies, as well as the minimum allowrible spacings of this process were consistent with the

NT55 process used to fabricate the spiral inductors discussed in Chapters 3 and 3. Inductor performance in the NT35 process was therefore assurned to be identical to inductor
performance found using the NT55 process.

45.1 Seleciion of Indtictor

The design of this oscillator took place before measured rcsults were avnilable on the
inductors presented in Chtipter 1, Preliminary simulation work on the square spirtils indicated thrii the 0.5nH and OAnH inductors wrre the only inductors thrit had self resonant
frequencies high enough for use in a 11.SGHz circuit. It was tissumed thrir an octagond
inductor configuration with subsurite trenches would provide a higher Q thm the simuIrited square spirrils. The 0.5nH ociagonril trench inductor \vas thertfore seiected for use in

the resonator portion of the oscillator.
X Q of ?O and an exact inductance of OSnH were usurned for the inductor used. This

did not provide tnough information to derive riil the component vniues of the spird induc-

tor mode1 presented in Section 2.1. Using the above rnentioned ssumptions. a v e q sim-
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ple inductor model was created (Fig. 4-14), where L = 05nH and R was found by using
the equation for inductor Q:

(EQ 4.61)

(EQ4.62)

Fig. 1.14: Simple model of spiral inductor
The capacitance needed in parailel wiih this inductor to cause resonance at 1I.SGHz
was deterniined ris follows:

(EQ 4.63)
I
c== 341 f~

o:t

(EQ4.64)

This initial value of cripacitance included puasitic capacitance from the transiston.

4.5.2 Selection of Transistor Size

Because of the very low vdue of total resonritor cripacitmce. the transistors had to be
selected such that their parasitic capricitances did not exceed the required 211tF. The differentiril pair transistors (Q1 and 42 in Fig. 4.15 1 were chosen to have a single 5pm long
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emitter (the process used offered 0.35pm wide emitters). The selected emitter-follower
transistors (43 and Q4) had emitter lengths of 2 S p .
The DC bias currents were set to maximize the f , of each transistor. Emitter currents
for Q1 and 4 2 were set to 1.6mA, and eminer currents for 4 3 and 4 4 were set to 0.7mA.

Fig, D.1 of Appendix D shows a complete schematic of the oscillator circuit.

Fig. 4.15: Bias current controlled oscillator.

45.3 OscilfatorSimrilatio/i Results

Fig. 4.16a shows the resonator sispal (the volicige rit the collecter of QI minus the voltage rit the collecter of QI)durins oscillritor startup. Fig. 3.16b shows the steady stats resonator signal spectrum with the oscillator tuned for 14-9GHz. The resonritor signai shows
no second hmonic component and a third harmonic amplitude IeveI of O.Ol5V (comprired to the 0.309V amplitude of the Fundamental). Suppression of the second hmonic
is ri result of the balanced ciifferentiril nature of the circuit. The actual fabricated circuit
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was not expected to provide perfect second harmonic suppression because of anticipated
inherent process mismatches in the circuit components.

The accuracy of the simulated third harmonic amplitude was highly questionable, due
to the narrow band nature of the spirai inductor model used in the simulation. The model
(shown in Fig. 4.14) did not account for spiral inductor characteristics such as self resonance and the frequency dependence of losses. In reality the spiral inductor would behave
very differently than the model at the third harmonic frequency of 34.8GHz.

4.5.8 Oiitput BiifSer

The oscillator had to drive the 50Q input impedance of the measurement equipment
used to chliracterize the oscillator. This t u s realized through the use of a differentid criscode output buffer stage (Fig. 4.17). R, is the collecter resistance of the common base
stage and wlis set to 50R to maximize the power to the 50Q load (RL).Cg i s a DC blackinp capttcitor thrit \vas part of the measurement setup.

Fig. 4.16: Simulated results for (a) the oscillator resonator signal buildup during
startup, and (b) the steady state resonator signal spectrum.
An output power of OdBni wlis targetrd since that was the minimum acceptable input

power to the phase noise test set. Component values were crilculrited üs follows:

(EQ 4.65)
(EQ 4.66)

(EQ4.67)
This voltage was required across the load and the collector resistors. therefore the peak
collector current in 43 and QJwas set to:

(EQ4.68)

Fig. 4.17: Cascode output buffer stage.
Simulation revealed the arnplif er's gain compression was not permitting the input signal to fully swing the output voltage. The amplifiers bias çurrent was therefore boosted to
15mA. which permitted the amplifier to satisf". the output signai swing requirement. Transistors QI. 42-43.and Q4 were sized to provide the highest f, at the rissigned bias current, Using reference [17] devices with two 20pm long emittcrs were selected.
The output of the oscillator. ideally. would have been the ernitter node of the emitterfollowers. However. placing a highly capacitive load (the bases of the input differential
pair of the output buffer) at the emitters destabilized the emitter-followers. Instead the
output was taken directly from the resonator at the ditTerentid pair collector node
(

Fig 4-18). This connection had the disadvmtage of directly loading the resonator. which
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increased the resonator capacitance and increased the oscillator phase noise by reducing
the resonator's loaded Q.
Simulations revealed the capacitance presented by Q5 and 46 were too large to be
compensated for by reducing C, causing the oscillator to oscillate well below 14.5GHz.
Simulations aiso revealed the resonator signal voltage dropped, as a result of the connection, to the point that its voltage swing was no longer sufficient to drive the oucput buffer.
Another buffer stage (called the pre-driver) was therefore placed between the oscillritor
and the output buffer. The pre-driver had the same topology as the output buffer. but used

smaller devices with emitter Iengths of iOpm. and ri bias current of approximately 3.5mA

in each transistor, The coilector resistors in the pre-driver were set to 13511 which provided an acceptable output impedance as seen by the input tu the output buffer.

--

Fig. 4.18: Oscillator connected to output buffer.
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The final circuit toplogy is shown in Fig. 4.19. A full schernatic of the final circuit is
provided in Appendix D,dong with al1 component values.
Oscillator

Predriver

Output Buîler

Fig. 1.19: Oscillator with initial and output buffers.

4.5.5 Phase Noise Calcuk~'o11

Estimation of the oscillator's phrise noise performance iirrasdone using (EQ4.37).
repeated hçre for convenience: P N =

The parameter d u e s for (EQ 4.37) ivere found through rimulaion. P . , ; . the power in
the resonritor signai. was not found direcily. It is rsItited to V,,, by the rquation

v,,. w<ü found CO be 0.6VCpk (or O2I1Vm1 from large signal irmsient simulation.
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To determine the loaded Q, the resonator was separated from the rest of the oscillator

and then loaded with the resistance needed to drive the -Rceil, and the capaciiance provided by the -Rcell. To find the capacitive loading (CCL)of the -R cell. the input capacitance of the circuit in Fig.4.20 was determined through Linear AC small signal simulation.
Cct was found to be 133fF.

Fig. 1.20: -R cell circuit used to determine CCL.

The determination of the resistive loading of the -R celi rsquired some circuit modification. Reference [22] suggests the resistive ioading can be found by bretiking the connection from the emitters of the emitter-foilowers to the bases of the differentid pairs. and
placing additional components to maintain the loading on rach node as shown in
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Fig. 4.21. Through linear AC smaü signal analysis the input resistance was found to be

Fig. 4.21: Active part of oscillzitor with feedback loop opened and estra
components added to maintain correct loading.

Inductor
Model

Fig. 4.22: Resonator circuit for the determination of loaded Q.
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Using the resonator circuit of Fig. 4.22, simulation reveaied a phase slope of

9
= 236xi0-'~,which (using (EQ 4.10)) lead to a loaded Q of 8.64.
do
The noise power in the resonator was not found dùectly. Instead the noise voltage
across the terminais of the circuit in Fig. 4.21 was determined by placing a resistor, equal
to the resistance of the resonator at the resonant frequency. across the terminais and mnning a linear small signal noise simulation as suggested by [El.The simulation provided
a squnred noise voltage value of 1Y~V',which is reinred CO the noise power by

(EQ 4.70)
The ratio of noise power to signai power was then simplified to

With the previously simrilrited values. the phase noise of the oscillator wris estimnted rit
1MHz offset.

Phase noise is typicliily specified in units of àBcMz which tirc obtliined by tüking 10 tiilirts
the log of (EQ 4.72).
(EQ 4.73)
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Values of phase noise caiculated at offset frequencies of IKHz,IOKHz and 1QOkHz
appear in Table 4.2. These estimated values of phase noise indicated the designed osciliator would exceed the targeted phase noise by 30dB at each offset frequency.

1

1
1 Offset Frequency 11 TwetVaIue
(d~c/Hz) 1
lkHz

IOWZ
loOliH~
l MHz

-59
-79
-99
-1 19

Estirnated Value
(dBcMz}
-32
-52

1

I

-71

-92

Table 4.2: Targeted and estimated phase noise values for the bias current tuned
oscillator.

Notice the w,, vdue used in (EQ 4.72) was w,, = In( I 1 . 6 5 ~ 1 0 "&S.
~)
w,, = ?x( I - W X I O ~rn&s
)

not the

simulated luge signai output angular frequency of the osciIIritor.

1 1 -6s'GHzwas used bccause smdl signal simiilrition of the oscillütor indicated thrit was

the initial startup frequency of the oscillator. The 28% shift in oscilllition frequency fronl
11-6SGHz to I4SGHz indicates the transistor parasitics (which are on the same ordcr as

the resonritor component \falues)change significantly as the oscillation signai power

grows.
Another important aspect to note is the rissumed cüncellation of impedances in
(EQ 4.7 1). rrr,, w u determined from large signd iinalysis and had a frequency of

I4.9GHz.

v,,

wris found from smdl signal linear andysis rit 1 1 -6SGHz. As demonstrated

by the large shift in oscillation frequency. the impedance across which

ir,,, wris deter-

%

mined, was not the same impedance over which v, was found. Therefore the cancellation
of impedances in (EQ 4.7 1) must be considered a rough approximation.
The above phase noise estimation was primarily based on small signai startup conditions, not the steady-state large signal conditions under which the oscillator operates and
phase noise was rneasured. The estirnated phase noise was therefore only a "best guess" at
what the oscillator's measured phase noise would be. Phase noise estimation remains a
difficult and poorly understood procedure. This is an area chat rcquires further research.
It should also be noted that the estimation of phase noise did not include any flicker
noise contribution as discussed in Section 4.2. The oscillritor phase noise was therefore
ruiticipated to be greater than the estirnated phase noise a srnall offset frequencies. md to
approach the estirnated phase noise üt luge offset frequencies. These smdl offset freq~ienciesand large offset frequencies were not possible to qurintify due to the Iack of ri
tlicker noise corner frequency as mentioned in Section 4.2.

4.6 Summary
This chapter discussed pardle! LC resonators with loss. requirements for susttuned
oscillation, and the estimation of phase noise using Leeson's equation. A discussion of
cross coupled -Rcells w u presented foIlowed by an eirpltination of frequency tuning
through bias current manipulation. The design of the biüs current tuned oscilhor fiibricated as part of this study rvas then presented followed by ri cdcuIation of expected phase
noise.
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CHAPTER 5: Odator Measmement and Resuits
This chapter presents measured resuits for the oscillator discussed in Chapter 4. The
phase noise of the oscillator was such that measurements had to be performed using a frequency discriminator. To explain why this method of phase noise measurement was used.
a brief discussion of the two most common phase noise measurement techniques (using a
spectmm analyzer. and using a phme locked reference source) are presented. followed by
an explanation of the frequency discriminaror method. Phase noise measurements for the
oscillator are then presented and discussed. followed by presentation and discussion of
measured values for frequency tuning range: output power: frequency pushing and pulling
figure: and second harmonic power.

5.1 Phase Noise Measurement
There are several ways of mruunng phase noise in oscillators including: direct spectriim measurement using a spectrum andyzec phase noise conversion to base band using a
phae locked loop. or phase noise conversion to base band using a frequency discriminat or.

5.1.1 Direct Spectrum Mensurenient

Direct spectrum rneasuremenc is the most readity a\pailablemethod of phase noise
measurement, requiring only a sprctnrm malyzer. The oscillator signal is fed directly into
a spectrum andyzer where the power spectrd density is rneasured at the desired offset fre-
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quency from the carrier, and compared to the peak signal power. Many specuum analyzers on the market have a feature to calculate the phase noise based on display m a r k
positions.
This method can be significantly Limited by the spectrum andyzer's dynamic range
and by the phase noise of the spectnim anaiyzer's LO. Also, it is not possible to distinguish between phase noise and AM noise using a spectrum analyzer, therefore phase noise
measurements using a spectrum analyzer are typically higher compared with measurements taken using a phase locked reference source. It is dso very difficult to measure the
phase noise of oscillators with a significant amount of carrier drift. Over dl, this mrthod
of phase noise merisurement is the least accurate of al1 the methods discussed here.
The oscillator iested in this work had approximately IMHz of short tem (less thrin one

second) frequency drift whicli made phase noise merrsuremçnts on the spectrum rinülytr
impossible.

5.1.2 Phase Lmked Referertce Soitrce Method

The phase locked reference source method uses ri reference source phase locked to the
signal from the oscillator under test. Fig. 5.1 shows the basic setup for the phase locked
reference source method. If the reference source signal and the oscilliitor signal rire rit the
s m e frequency and in quadrature (90' out of phase). a mixer into which thesr signrils rire

fed will down convert the oscillator (and reference source) phase noise to baseband. A full
mathematicai
explanrition of this process is provided in the next section. The phase noise
-
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d o m converted to baseband is fltered from the higher frequency mixer products and then
fed to a baseband signai anaiyzer where it is measured.
Osc. Under Test

,
Baseband
Analyzer

Reference

PLL and Phase Detector
Fig. 5.1: Basic phase detector setup for phase noise measurement.
For accurate measurement the reference source should idedly have much lower phiise
noise than the oscillator under test. For example if the oscillator under test and the reference source have equd phase noise, the measured oscillator phase noise would be 3dB
higher than if the reference source had no phase noise. If the reference source's phase
noise is lOdB below that of the oscillütor. the measured phase noise will be higher by only
OAdB.
Quadrature maintenance and frequency tocking are automaticdly performed by the

PLL. limiting this measurement technique to oscillators with short term frequency drift
within the loop bandwidth of the PLL. The limitation arises because the reference source
must lock to the oscillator under test. Consequently for the measurement to be achieved
phase Iock must be mriintained over the drift range of the oscilliitor under test.
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The osciüator tested in this work had a frequency drift of approximately lMHz which
was well beyond the tracking bandwidth of the P U .

5.1.3 The Frequency Discrimimator Method

The frequency discriminator method, also cailed the deiay line method, is similar to
the phase locked reference source method in that the test signal phase noise is down converted and measured by a baseband analyzer. Because of this method's insensitivity to
oscillntor frequency drift, it was used to measure the phase noise of the oscillator nponed
in this work. The frequency discrirninator method compares the oscillator signal to itself.
as a resdt signds fed to the phase detector are always at the srirne frequency.

Delay Line rd
Phase
Splitter
Dctector
Undçr
Test

Phase
Shifter'

LNA
LPF

Base Band
Andyzer

Quadrature
Monitor

Fig. 5.2: The frequency discriminator method of phase noise measurement [Il].
As shown in Fig. 5.1, this method divides the oscillator signal in two with one pm

-coing to

ri

delriy line, and the other part to ii phase shifter as shown in F i g 5.2. The

delayed and phase shifted signais are then multiplied together with a mixer. The phase
difference between the two signais is üdjusted by the phase shifter such that the output of
the phase detector is OV DC. indicating the delriyed signal and the phase shifted signal rire
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in quadrature. Note that it is equally vdid to place the phase shifter in the branch containing the delay tine.

The low pas filter removes any harmonies from the phase detector output, leaving
only the baseband signal which is the oscillaior's phase noise.
A full explaniltion of the frequency discriminator rnethod. using Fig. 5.2, is now presented.

5.1.4 Theory of the Frequency Discriininator Method

The oscillator phase noise can be thought of as a series of sinusoidd signals frequency
rnodulating the output signal. If we consider one of these signals modulüting ~ h oscillator
e

signal with a modulation frequency of f,,,. an FM peak devintion of y .and ri center frequency of

.

j,, then the oscillator output signal

is

(EQ5.1)
The splitter divides the signal into to equal parts

V,

and

vLtwhcre v, is the part that is

fed to the delriy line.

(EQ5.2)
where for m ideal splitter I. = t',,/fi.

After pÿssing through the delay line

V, brcomes

V,

after passing through the phase shifter becomes

(EQ5.4)
v,, and v,,are multiplied together by the mixer producing

where h', is the phase detector constant.

\',,,

is then tiltered to remove the signal component with ringulrir frequency 4nf,.giv-

Making use of the trigonometric relations COS(A) = cos(-A) and
cos(A

- B) - cos(A + B) = 2sin(A)sin(B),
V(r) =

K

d

COI

V

becomes

f~,(1(-ZRf .T~-@ + 2f~ s i n ( ~ f ~ ~ ~ ) s i n ( Z f r,,/2)))]

(EQ5.9)

m

Recall that the phase shifter is set such t b a ~the two input signais ( v,, and V,,
quadrature. Thus 21cf,,t,+4 =

'
2

) are in

and (EQ 5.91 becomes

Using the trigonometric relation cos(.-i+ 8 ) =

- sin(.-\)sin(B). V can be

ciis(A)cos(B)

(EQ 5.1 1)

(EQ 5.12)

If

Aj.
?- < O.?

f

1,

ihen sin(?-) = 2% and V simplifies to
A,,
Il,,

(EQ 5.13)
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The baseband analyzer in Fig. 5.2 receives v(r) from the filter and measures its amplitude,
AV, where

(EQ 5.14)

If f m

1

K~

sin (xf,,,tJ

3 I and A v reduces to
qfm

AV = K , 2 ~ t , A j '

= K,,Af

(EQ 5.15)

where K, = K,lns, and is called the frequency discriminator constant.

(EQ 5.15) shows the frequency discriminator makes the peak frequency deviation of a
sinusoidal signal proportional to the amplitude of ihe voltage signal fed to the baseband
analyzsr. If the frequency deviation is due to noise instead of a tone. ~f (now the peak
frequency fluctuation) becomes a function of /,,, .and di.' is proportional to ~f .

(EQ 5.16)

(EQ 5.17)
The root metui square value of ~f(f,,,)
can then be used in the equation

(EQ 5.18)
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where SA, is the spectral density of frequency fluctuations (a measure of phase noise), and
BW is the bandwidth over which A?,,,,( f), is rneasured. Another fundamental description

of phase noise on a per-hertz basis is s, the spectral density of phase fluctuations. It can
be found frorn s, using the relation

(EQ5.19)
Phase noise is typically given as L(f,,) which, at a certain offset frequency (f, ) from
the carrier. is defined as the ratio of rhe power in one phase modulation sideband to the
total signai power. t(fn,) is expressed in dB relative the carrier. where the carrier power is
assumed to be approximately equd to the total signal power. Provided this approximation
is true. L(f,) is a vrilid description of phase noise and is relrited to S, by the relation:

,

=

s,cr,,,
21

(EQ 5.20)

Reference [ I 11 suggests the ripproximrttion is valid if the peak phase dçviation of the
signal does not exceed O-lrad. If the peak deviarion çxceeds O.Zrad. then a significant
amount of signal power esisis in the sidebands, and the carrier power c m not be considered as the entire signal power. This requirement is often termed the "small angle criterion." If the small angle criterion is not sritisfied phase noise should be $,en as either s,
or S,.
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L(f,,,)is usuaHy given in the units dBcMz which is found by taking the base ten loga-

rithm of the result of (EQ 5.20) and multiplying by ten.

(EQ 5.21)
5.1.5 Selection of the Delay f i n e

The HP3048A phase noise measurement set that was used to measure the phase noise

of the oscillator provided the phase detecror. baseband ûnalyzer, and a programmed routine to find K,. The oniy decision left to the user was the selection of rhe delay line.
(EQ 5.I.C). reprinted here for convenience

shows ihst the volrage signal fed ro ihr base bsnd itnnlyzer aiIl have 3 2!!!2
s charxteristic

(Fig.5.31 with nulls rit
(EQ 5.29,)

Fig. 5.3: The generic response ol a frequency discriminator.

While corrections can be made to the results to account for the

generÿlly a value for r,, is selecied that ritisîies
I

.

f ut < 5,the

=I
x 5 , d ,Id

!characteristic.
.l.

. If r,, is selected such that

sins

s tenn can be ignored with 9 mrisimum 4% error.

(EQ5.14) shows that r,, also affects the sensitivity of the discrimintitor. That is the
higher r,,. the greûter A V becomes. However. increasing ï, reduces themnge of offset
frequencies over which the condition f,,c

I
is satisfied. As well. increrising r,, mrans
Zltf,,

the signal must travel through a longer length of transmission line. which leads to greater
signal attcnuation. In theory this docs not aff'ect the sensitivity of system, however. in
practice the mixer (phase detector) at the output of the delay line is power sensitive. Less
input power will yield ri lower K, and therefore reduce system sensitivity. A d u r for t,

IO8
should be selected that is as large as possible while rnaintaining enough power at the input

-

1
to the mixer (OdBm in the case of the HP3048A),and satisfying the condition f, c Zut,
.

The non-delay path in Fig. 5.2 is usually tess lossy than the delay path. Because of
this, the signal in the non-delay path is stronger and is therefore usually used to drive the
high power (7 - 1OdBm) mixer port of the HP3048A.

5.2 Oscillator Measurements and Analysis
5.2.1 Phase Noise Measiire~nents

Two oscillators designlited Osc 1 and 0 x 2 were measured. Osc 1 wris used in phase
noise measurements. Brcause the phrise noise merisurements took place over several
\veeks.

and required multiple reprobing of Osc 1. the probe prids of Osc 1 suffered si@-

cant weür. Thus Oscl was only used for phase noise measurcments and ü second oscillticor. Osc2. wns used for al1 the other measurements.
Oscl was interfaced to the merisurement equipment using wrifer probes and a wîfer
probing station (Fig. 5.4). Two DC voltage supplies were used to v a y the emitter-follower current (Vefc) and the différentid pair current (VItriil).

DC Supplies

DC Lines

DC probes

VCC(+5V)

1 Vtail

5 0 R Coaxial

Oscillator

Cable

Osc 1

-

1

Vefc
Vee (OV)

HP3WSA
Phase
Noise Test

Delay Line rd

Set
1

Phase
Shifter

-

Fige5.4: Phase noise measurement equipment and connections.

In order to connect the differentid osciIlritor output to the single-ended equipment
inputs, one side of the oscillator's output w a terminriteci in 5OR and the other side wtis
used as a single ended output. As a consequence the oscillritor output power to the meri-

surement system was reduced by 3dB. An HPS1006A amplifier. with a gain of ZOdB and

a noise figure of SdB. wris placed at the input to the splitier to boost the oscillaror signal
power. The noise Roor OC the memrement system \vas increased by 8dB because of the
amplifier. This'wu not a problem because the oscilltitor's phase noise sids lobes were
AOdB above the noise floor at the measurement otTset frequencies.
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The signal from Osc 1 was split in two using an HP 11667B resistive power divider
with 6dB of loss from the input port to either output port. The delay line was implemented
using enough Sucofom 86 coaxial cable (from Huber and Suhner) to provide a delay (q)
of 1JSns. Delay Ljne attenuation was 10.9dB. Delay line characterization was conducted
using an W8SlOC network analyzer. The phase shifter was produced by Sage Laboratories, mode1 number 6705K-2, serial number 135. The coaxial cables were Huber and Suhner Sucoflex 100 with K connectors. Before each meiisurement, the system was cdibrated
using the "derive from FM rate and deviation" method outlined in reference [12].
Offsei
Frequcncy
(Hz)

Oscillaior Signal Frequency
IO.5GHz

I IGHz

1 1 .%Hz

I ?GHz
24

l2.3GHz
2I

I~\o'

34

32

29

1x10'

3

I

-1

-5

-7

1x10~

-25

-27

-30

-34

-37

1xd

-52

-54

-58

-60

-63

1x10~

-76

-78

-11 1

-81

-sa

1x10'

-94

-9 8

-1 02

-104

-105

Table 5.1: Spectral density of phase noise fluctuations (dBr/Hz) for five différent
oscillator signal frequencies.

Table 5.1 shows rnerisured values of phase noise, expressed as the spectral density of
phrise noise fluctuations, at various offset frequencies and oscillation frequencies. The

spectral density of phase noise fluctuations is usudly given in units of decibel rtidirins per
h e m ( dBrIHz 1. Table 5.1 shows that as the oscillation frequency decretlsss the phtise
noise increases. Although the oscillation frequency tuning bandwidth estendcd bclow
10.s'Gi-I~.as discussed in Section 5.2.4.phase noise measurements were not taken bclow

-
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1OSGHz. Below 10.5G)Iz the osciilator signal's sbort term frequency drift became so
great that the frequency discriminator setup was notable to maintain quadrature between
the delayed signal and the phase shifted signai. This was due to the frequency sensitivity
of the phase shifter, which translated fiequency drift into a fluctuating phase deviation
from the quadrature condition required by the phase detector of the frequency discriminator. The HP3048A phase noise measurement test set used in this measurement tolerated
small deviations from quadrature: however when the oscillator was tuned below 10.SGHz
the deviations irom quadrature exceeded the acceptable range of the test set. Thus phase
noise rnensurements below IO.SGHz were not successfully performed.
Plots of phase noise for oscillrition frequencies of lO.SGHz, 1 IGHz. 1 I .SGHz.
1 XHZ. and 1 2.3GHz are presented in the foIlowing fipres. Included on each plot is ri

dkshed line [ I I ] indicating the smdI angle approximation limit. below which
vdid

ris discussed

Li)',,;)

is

in Section 5.1.il. Becriuse the metisured phase noise of the oscillritor

exceeded the vslurs deiined by the small angle approximation limit. phase noise will be
discussed in iinirs of dBriHz rather than dBc/Hz for the remainder of this document.

Also inciuded on each plot is the condition f,, =

which indicaies the upper offset
Znr,,

frequency limit of the frequency discriminator. Phase noise vdues to the ripht of the
fn,

=

'
IR'^ line. tire not vdid for reasons discussed in Section 5.1.5.
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Some of the phase noise plots have spurs, which result from stray signals leaking into

x ignored as they do not represent
the measurement system. Typicaiiy these spurs c m l
noise generated by the oscillator under test. In Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.9 spurs appear at

lOMHz offset which was one of the offset frequencies of interest. In order to obtain the
phase noise values in Table 5.1 for these cases, the values directly before and after the spur
were avenged.
Measured Spectral Density of Phase Fluctuations at 10.5GHz

Fig. 3.5: Oscillator phase noise a l 10.5GHz oscillation frequency.

Fig. 5.6: Oscillator phase noise at llGHz oscillation frequency.

Measured Densitv ol Phase Fluctuations al 11.SGHz
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I
1

t
1

1

Offset Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 5.7: Oscillator phase noise at 11.5GHz oscillation frequency.

Measured Spectral Density of Phase fluctuations at l2GHz
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Fig. 5.8: Oscillator phase noise at 12GHz oscillation froquency

Measured Spectral Density of Phase Fluctuations at 12.3GHz
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Fig. 5.9: Oscillator phase noise at 12.3GHz oscillation frequency.
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5.2.2 Cornparison of Estimated Phase Noise to Measured Phase Noise
The phase noise estimation made in Section 4.5.5 was based on simulation results of
the oscillator running at 100MI-bbelow its maximum oscillation frequency. Fig. 5.10
shows the measured oscillator phase noise at lOOMHz below the peak oscillation frequency (12.3GHz) dong with the estimated phase noise as calcdated in Section 4.5.5, and
the targeted phase noise. The measured phase noise was within &dB of the estimated
phase noise over the offset frequency range of 200kHz to IOMHt. where the measured
phase noise trace has a dope of approximately -2OdB/decade. The largest difference
between the meaured and estimüted phase noise was 33dB. which occurred at the smallest offset frequency (IOOHz) where the merisiired phase noise tnce hris a slope of approximately -3OdBIdecade.
Flicker noise contributions. decrease as the offset frequency increases. Becaiise of the
lack of rtny tlicker noise considerations in the phase noise estimation as mentioned in
Section 4.5.5. the difference between measured and estimated phase noise wtis expected to
decrease as the offset frequency increued ris s h o w in Fig. 5.10.

Comparison of Measured. Eçtimated. and Targeted Phase Noise
40-

-

.

-

.,

r

'

r

b..sq*

-80

t

.

-

.-*

Estimated

-

-120 -

-100

. ..

Fig. 5.10: Oscillator phase noise at 123GHz compared to estimated and targeted
phase noise.

5.2.3 Redircirig Oscillator Phase Noise
As show in Fig. 5.10 the oscillator phase noise wris wsll above the tqeted phaw

noise over the merisureci offset frequency range. The equrition used to estimais phase
noise ((EQ 4.37) reproduced below for convenience) indicates reductions in phase noise
could have been achieved by increasing the signal power in the resonator (P,,, ). and by
increasing the locided Q of the resonator.

Il7

The simulated voltage swing acmss the resonator was 0.6Vpk-pk,
or 0 . 0 4 5 ~ ~
For
~~.
cornparison, a voltage swing of 2.8VPk+.,
or IV~,,,,~,
across the resonator would have
dropped the phase noise by 13.4dB according to (EQ 5.23).
With the transistor sizes selected as discussed in Section 4.5.2, simulations reveded
the oscillation amplitude could have been increased by increasing the value of C in the circuit of Fig. 4.15 (reproduced in Fig. 5.1 1 for convenience). Simulations showed that
increasing C increased the coupling of the -R ce11 to the resonator causing more power to
be delivered to the resonator. Increasing C also increased the capacitance presented by the
-R cell to the resonator piilling the oscillrition frequency below the targeted range.

lncrerising the resonator signal amplitude while maintaining the desired frequency \vouId
involve fi nding an optimum combination of trmsistor sizes and value of C. This is an areri
that reqiiires future work.

Fig. 5.11: Bias current controlled oscillator.
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(EQ 5.23) shows phase noise reduction could also have been achieved by increasing
the loaded Q of the resonator. Rearranging (EQ 5.23) to solve for Q, and using the tar-

geted phase noise value of -1 19dBc/Hz at lMH2 offset indicates the resonator loaded Q
would have required a value of 195. This value of resonator loaded Q far exceeds even the
unloaded resonator Q of 20. Achieving a losided Q of 195 from an integrated resonator on

low resistivity silicon (1012cm)was not possible using the inductors presenred in this
study.

5.2.4 Tirning Range and Output Power Measirremerits

The setup shown in Fig. 5.12 was used to measure the cuning range of the osciIlritor.
Becausr the oscillator hrid iwo tuning ports. the rneilsureinents wcre perforrned by first set[in: the oscillator triil current tuning control line

and then varyinp the emitter fol-

lower current control line voltige (Ver,}. The oscilIator used for these meaisurements
(Osc2) wris not the same oxillator used in ïhe phse noise mesuremem. A notable dif-

ference between the two oscillritors was the peak osciIlrition frequency. Oscl could be
tuned to produce ri maximum 13.4GHz sipal. where ris OscZ could be only be tuned to ri

rniuimum of about 12.3GHz. It was calculrited that ri change of 5fF in the parasitic capricitance associated with the resonntor was required to produce the obsenred kquency
change. Given thrit pmsitics comprise more than h d f of the resonator capricitance. this
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ciifference in peak oscillation frequency was attributable to variations in the fabrication
process.

I

DC Supplies

, #

DC probes

Vcc noisy
Vtail
Vtune
3
Vee
3

3

Oscillator
osc2

p-wwe probes
50!2 Coauiai

Crible

Spcctrum
Analyzer

Fig. 5.12: Setup for oscillator measurements using a spectrum analyzer.
The oscillation frequency values shown in Table 5.7 and plotted in Fig. 5.13 were
merisured using ri Rhode 8: Schwarz FSIQ26 Signal Xnalyzer. Resolution and video
bandwidths of 3MHz were chosen in order to cover the lMHz shon term frequency drift
of the oscillator signal.
Tuning charicteristics at different values of oscillritor ditierential pair b i s current
rue plotted in Fig. 5.13. It should be noted that values of I,,il and 1,(, (the bias current in erich emitter-follower) could not be directly metisured. Therefore the raliies of biris
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currents given throughout the remainder of this document were found from SpectreRF
simulations of the osciilator circuit operating under the measwement conditions.

- indicatcs values arc beyand operating mngc of oscilhior
Table 5.2: Frequency tuning range of oscillator. All frequencies are in GHii.
The oscillator's rnaximiim frequency of about 1 L3GHz was well below the desired
and sirnulatsd l5GHz muimum frequency. The 18% reducrion in maximum oscillation
frequencv \vas the rrsiilt of several factors. The first wris the capacitnnce due to interconnect metallization. The software cool used to layou; the oscillator cdculated the metallization capacitance added about 46fF of effective capcitance to the resonator that wüs not
accounted for in the design of the oscillator.
The second factor \\.ris the assumed inductance of the octagonal spiral used in the resonator. Spiri inductor measurements frorn Chaptrr 3 indicate the octagonal spiral used in
the oscillritor hüd an inductance of0.53ni-i instetid of the cissumed O.SnH. The inductance
due to the metal leading co and from the inductor (a total of 1 4 3 ~was
) not considerrd.
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Libra simulations, using the optimized substrate parameters presented in Section 2.4.3,
associated O.08nH of inductance to the lengths of metal leading to and from the inductor.
With the oscillator tuned to 15GHz, Spectre RF predicted the resonator capacitance
plus the parirasitic transistor capacitances would add up to provide an effective resonator
capacitance of ZSfF. Adding the 46ff parasitic metallization capacitance to 225fF yields
27 1fF of effective resonator capacitance. Replacing the assumed 0.5nH inductance with
the actual0.53nH spiral and adding the 0.08nH of feedline inductance yields a total of
0.6 1nH of inductance in the resonator. Using these new resonatoi: component values

changes the expected muimum osciilation frequency to 12.37GHz.
w = - =I

Ec

I

= 7 . 7 8 x l ~ ' ~ r aord 12.37GHz
~~271~10-'~)10.63~10-"1

(EQ5.24)

This new especied value of muimum oscillcition frequency is v e l close to the mea-

sured maximum frequency of 13AGHz for Osc 1.

'

Frequency Tuning Using the Emitter Follower Current
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Fig. 5.13: Frequency tuning range of oscillator.
Merisurements of oscillator signal power were also performed using the Rhode B:
Schwtirz Signal Analyzer with resolution brtndwidth and video bandwidth set [O 3LuIHz.
The mertsured values had 2.22dB added to account for cable loss between the probes and
the signai analyzer. and 3dB added to account for the hdf of the differential signal that
was not routed to the signal anaiyzer. The signal loss between the wafer probes and the
probe ptids \vas not charicterized and therefore could nor be accounted for in the power

measurements provided in TabIe 5.3. Fig. 5.14 shows plots of oscillator output power at
different tuning voltages.
Differenud Pair Current - I,,
drc(mA)

1.5mA

2.4mA

3.4mA

4.4mA

5.4rnA

6.4mA

7.4mA

8.4mA

0.45

-10.68

-9.57

-9.82

-12.65

-16.70

-

0.78

-6.43

-1.80

-4.78

-5.17

-6.03

-8.10

-1 1.02

1.1

-5.79

-4.05

-3.45

-3.75

4.28

-5.46

-7.01

-14.54

1.5

-5.50

-3.72

-3.37

-4.22

-3.79

-4.04

-5.01

-11.04

- indiçates vrilues arc beyond openiing range of osciIlritor
Table 5 3 : Oscillator output power over tuning range.
Oscillator Signal Power Over Tuning Range
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0.5

1
t -5
2
2.5
Emitter Follower Current (mA)

3

Fig. 5.14: Output power of oscillator over tuning range.

I
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5.2.5 Frequency Pushing

Frequency pushing refers to the sensitivity of an oscillator's output signal frequency to
supply voltage variations. It is measured by increasing the oscillator's supply voltage by
one volt above the nominal value and observing the change in output frequency [24]. The
supply voltage is then dropped to one volt below the nominal and again changes in the output frequency are measured. Frequency pushing is usually measured at frequencies across
the tuning range of the oscillator. Table 5.4 gives the pushing figure and rneasured output
frequency values at different oscillation frequencies for OscZ. Note the values of emitterfollower current (Icf,) and differential pair current ( l i a i l ) correspond to nomind suppiy
voltrige (SV) operatinp conditions.
Pushing
Frcq ai

Freq at

Figurc

*Current vducs bcfore b i s voltage change.

Table 5.4: Pushing figure of oscillator.

In riIl but one crise in Table 5.4, the oscillator shows little sensitivity to small supply
voltage changes. The exception is the 251MHzN piishing figure which correspondtxl to ri
2.2%change in frequency per volt of supply voltage deviation. This relatively high sensitivity in oscillation frequency wris trriced back to the operationai mode of the diffcrentiril
pair current
source transistor. Fig. 5.15 shows the oscillator circuit with cumnt source
-
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transistors. With I,,il=3.2mA, IefC=2.9mAand SV of supply voltage the differential pair

current source transistor (47in Fig. 5.15) was operating in the active region. When the
supply voltage was raised to 6V the current source transistor maintained active region
operation. However, when the supply voltage was dropped to 4V, the current source transistor was pushed into deep saturation. It no longer provided a high impedance at its collector. This dtered the base impedance of the differential pair transistors which reflected
through the ernitter foliower transistors and changed the resonator impedance.
The saturation of the differential pair current source indicates that the 5 1V supply
voltage change may have been too severe for this oscillator. A more prrictical supply voltage deviation would have been 20.1 V. which would have maintained the normal operriting

modes of the trrinsistors in the oscillator circuit.

Diff Priir
Current
Control

EFCurrent
Controt

,
,

Fig. 5.15: Oscillator circuit rvith non-ideal current sources.
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5.2.6 Second Hannonic Power

The oscillator studied in this work depended on the nonlinear characteristics of the
transistors to limit the amplitude of oscillation. When a device is operated in a nonlinear
mode, harmonies are generated. Table 5.5 shows second harmonic power at five different
tuning voltage values. The second harmonic power is highest relative the fundamentai
signai (-28.7dB) when I,,iI=3.2mA and IefC=2.2mA.The second harmonic suppression of
this oscillator was attributed to its differential topology. Third harmonic levels were not
measured as the third harmonic frequency far exceeded the measurernent bandwidth capability of the Rhode & Schwarz signal analyzer used in these measurements.

1 ,m

.

IefL.
1m.W

Frcq. (GHL)

Fundarncnial
Powr (dBin)

Second

Hnrrnoniç

Rclaiive
Fundamental

Powcr (dBm t

(dB)

Table 5.5: Second harmonic power of oscillator signal.

5.2.7 Freqttency Pdling

Frequency pulling is a measure of changes in the oscillation frequency due to
iinmtitched loads. Typically it is measured by noting the change in frequency due to ri lotid
with a l?dB return loss with a11 possible phases. Fig. 5-16 shows the setup used to rnrasurs frequency pulling, The pulling wns conducted with two Ioad terminations. The loads
consisted of a 6dB loss tenninated in the first case with an open circuit. and in the second
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case with a short circuit. Under these load termination conditions the retum loss of each

load was 12dB. Ideally adjustable phase shifters would have been placed between the
loads and the couplers on each output. By varying the phase shifters every possible load
phase angle could have k e n achieved. Unfortunately two identical phase shifters were
not available for this measurement. As well it would have been very difficult to synchronize the phase shifters in each output line in order to provide each output with the same
load. Thus only the open and shorted loads were used in this test.

Lines

/-*:
..

DC Supplies

,vcc
,Vtiljl

probes

Vefc
Vee

Oscillator
OscZ

hTw-/J A=
?dB loss

p-wa1.e probes

2dB
cable
loss

Analyzer

50R lcad

Y'-coup er
IdB loss

openlshort

VB
openlshort

coupler
1dB loss

Fig. 5.16: Frequency pulling measurement setup.

The oscillator was operited with l,,il=3.2mA and Iek=2.2mA. OsciIlrition tiequency
was metisured under loading conditions of short. open. and 50R The output frequency
was i 1-842GHz for the 5OR load. 1 1.810GHz for the short load. and 11-8MGHz for the

open lotid. gïving a maximum frequency swing of 4MHz or 0.039 relative the carrier fre-
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quency. This insensitivity of the oscillator frequency to load changes was attributed to the
buffering provided by the two amplifier stages that separate the oscillator differential pair

and resonator circuit irom the output load.

5.3 Summary
This chapter described the frequency discriminator method of phme noise measurement used to characterize the bias curent tuned oscillator's phase noise performance. A
discussion of the measured phase noise was then presented. Measurernents of tuning
range. output power. frequency pushing and pulling figure. and second harmonic power
were also discussed.

CHAPTER 6: Conchision
6.1 Summary
The pcinciple goals of this thesis were: to investigate two different spiral inductor fabrication techniques that were expected to increase inductor quaiity factor without requiring
any special non-production process steps: and to investigate a varactoriess oscillator
design that used bias currents to tune the oscillation frequency.
Chiipter 2 discussed spiral inductor design theory, the two fabrication methods to be
evaluated, and the final designs of eight sets of inductors used to evduate the two fabricrition techniques. The first fabrication technique was the use of two parriIlel metd lriyers
instead of one to implement the inductor windings. The other fabrication technique wlis
ihe phcement of insulriting substrate trenches between the windings of the spiral. The
methods by which the inductor mellsurements were to be de-embedded from the probe
pads were also discussed.
Chapter 3 examined how the inductors were measured and presented the rnerisured
results of the eight sets of fabricated spiril inductors. Büsed on the results. the merits of
rrich fabrication method were discussed dong with the impact of other inductor purimeters such as size and shape. The two metal inductors consistently demonstriited ri loiver
qudity factor ruid inductance compared to the basic top rnetiil winding inducton. indiciiting the two metal winding fabrication technique failed to improve the inductors. The
trench inductors demonstrated improvements in Q at or beyond the peak Q frequency
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when compared to basic top metal inductors, indicating the trenches c m improve inductor
performance. The measured results of four square inductors were compared to ADS
Momentum simulated results. The poor correlation between the simulated and measured
results were attributed to assumptions made by the simulator code.
Chapter 4 presented basic oscillator design theory and the basis of Leeson's phase
noise equation. The design of a cross coupled differentid pair osciltator with emitter-followers in the feedback path was presented dong with an explanation of the unique tuning
methods used in the oscillator. The design of a pre-driver and output stage were dso discussed, followed by an estimation of the oscillator's phase noise using Leeson's equrition
that indicrited the targeted phase noise level was not going to be met.
Chapter 5 discussed the frequency discriminator method of phase noise measurement
used to measure the phase noise of the fabricritcd oscillator. Phase noise meuurernents
were presented followed by rneasurements of tuning ringe. output powver. pulling and
pushing frequency figures. and second hrirmonic power. An rindysis of discrepancies;
between expected and measured oscillrition frequency wris also presented.

6.2 Thesis Contribution
This thesis investigritsd two means of on-silicon spiral inductor fabrication which can
be implemented in a production type process. In the first technique the inductor windings

were implemented in a two metai Iayer structure. This technique yielded signilicantly
lowef (7-189) Q and lower (4-74) L values compared to inductors with top mstal only
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windings. The self resonant frequency of the two metal layer inductors was measured to
be approximately 4% lower than that of the basic inductors. Based on this work the two

metal winding configuration is not recommended as a method of increasing spirai inductor

QThe second inductor fabrication technique placed insulating substrate trenches
between the inductor windings. This method was shown to improve inductor Q at or
beyond the peak Q frequency with a maximum peak Q increase of 5% as demonstrated by
the O.JnH octagonal inductor. The use of inter-winding trenches was also shown tu
siightly increase the self resonsuit frequency of the spirals. Based on ihis work the interwinding trench design is recornmended when hbrictiting on-silicon spiral inductors.
One of the hbricüted inductors (the OAnH octagonal trench inductor) demonstrated a
Q of 20 at 1SGHz. This result is. to the author's knowledge. the highest Q obtriined from a

spiral inductor fabrictited in a production type silicon process.
This thesis rilso demonstrrited ri unique oscillriror whose approximately 2.5GHz (or
23%) tuning rtinge was achieved by vrirying either or both of two bias currenrs.

6.3 Future Work
The work prescnted here produced some questions which would rrquire more resrruch
to answer.
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While inter-winding trenches were shown to improve Q, no hard evidence could be

provided that related the point at which the trenches provided improvernent in Q and my

other inductor parameters. More work needs to be done in order to estimate and optimize
the hprovements offered by inter-winding trenches.
A question that was beyond the scope of this work but requires some clarification is

which of the two 2-port de-embedding methods used to measure the inductors is more
accurate. The discrepancies between the two are significantand need ta be resolved.
This work dsmonstrated an integrrited on-silicon oscillator with a wractorltzss tuning
method. The merisiired phase noise of this circuit wiis approximritely 30dB above the t u osted phrise noise dsmonsuaiing the need for further work on this oscillritor.

b
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APPENDIX A: Emitter Follower Analysis
This appendix derives the expressions for input impedance (R,,),output impedance
(R,,,, ), and voltage gain ( A , ) for the emitter follower circuit shown in Fig. A. 1. To sim-

plify the analysis r,,

-

-

is assumed.

Fig. Al: Small signal mode1 of emitter follower.

A.1 Input Impedance
Emitter followers offer a hish input impedance and ri low output impedrincr and rus
therefore typically used as buffers between high output impedance sources and low
impedance loads. An expression for input impedance cm be found from andysis of ~ h e

smdl signal circuit in Fig. A.1.

(EQAl)
(EQA.2)

Using

.,Sm

=

P

the input impedance simplifiesto

IEQ A.5)

A.2 Output Impedance

Fig. A.2: Emitter follower small signal circuit connected for output impedance
analysis.
The emitter follower output irnpedance is found through rinalysis of the circuit in

Fig. -4.1.

Using (EQA.4), (EQA.6). and (EQA.7) the output impedance is

A 3 Voltage Gain
The voltage gain ( A , ) of the emitter follower can be found through analysis of the circuit
in Fig. A. 1.

(EQ A. 10)

(EQA.11)

(EQA.12)

(EQ A.14)

APPENDIX B : Proof of (EQ227)
This appendix derives, in a step by step fashion, (EQ 2.27) from Chapter 2 presenied
here as (EQ B.1) for reference.

Fig. B.1: Modified b l e n model of an inductor with pad and feed line parasitics.

Y

and Y ,,,,,,, are the Y panmeters for the open prid structure and shortrd prid struc-

ture respectively (see Fig. B.?).

)

I

1

Open Pids

<

>

1

Shortcd Pids

<

Fig. B.2: Modified versions of Koolen's open and shorted pad parasitics models.
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In the following sections the individual Y parameters for each of the mairices in

(EQB.1) are deterrnined,

To simplify the following derivation of each

Y,,,,,

parameter, the series feed line

impedances are lumped together with the inductor as shown in Fig. B.3, forming another

set of Y parameters.

Y,

.

Fig. B.3: Parasitic impedances 21 and 22 lumped with the inductor to form the
network inside the dashed lines.

By detinition

Y,,,,,

is found by usin: equations (EQB.3) to (EQ6.6)tiom [7].

(EQB.11)

Y,,,,.,,is found using (EQ8.3) to (EQ B.6) and the open pad circuit s h o w in F$. B.?.

(EQ8;12)
(EQB.13)
(EQ B.14)

(EQB.15)

Therefore

Y,,l,,,

is found using (EQ B.3) to (EQ B.6) and the shorted pad circuit shown in

Fig. B.2.

(EQB.17)
(EQ5.18)
(EQ B.19)
x-,.,,,,,,,

1
= G1 + G3 + -

Z1

(EQB.20)

The Y pmmeter mairix is then

(EQB.21)

(Y

,,,,,,,- Y,,,,,,,

ripperirs in (EQ B. 1) and is rvnliirited here.

(EQ B.25)

To simplify the calculacion of (Y,,-

.

Y,,p,,,)-' it is helpful to recdl that the inverse of a

Y parameter matrix for ri given network is simply the network's Z pariclmeter rntitrix.

(

,

-,

= ,

So, rather thm tryins to find F I , , .JI:, .-:,,

-1

= 2.

(EQ B.26)

.and .vï, in ternis of Zi. 71and the induc-

tor Y-prirrtmeters f~ciill
from Fig. B.3 thlit Y , is the Y puameter mntrix o f the inductor
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with 21 and 22),i!, is found from the Z parameter equivalent circuit [7] shown in
Fig. B.4.

Fig. B.4: lnductor Z parameter equivalent circuit (inside the dashed lines) with
feed line series parasitics.

(EQB.27)

(EQ B.28)
(EQB.29)

(EQB.30)

(EQB.31)
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APPENDIX C: MATLAB De-embedding Code
C.l The Modified Cho De-embedding Code

%%%%%%%%%%%%% cho-ana1ysis.m

%%%%%%%%%%%%%

5%
%This routine performs the de-ernbedding of inductors based on Cho's
Qpaper.
9
&This routine expects to see three variables in memory:
%

%indto-analyze - a vector of inductor numbers you wish
9
to examine
%

%inci-size - a two character string that stntes the size
of the inductors to be examined. ie. for
%
0.5nH inductor set ind-size = '05'
Q
'2

%ind-shape - a two character string thrit strites the
shape of the inducrors to be extimined.
9
ie. for a square indtictor ind-shape ='sq'
%
Q

%This routine provides Q and L values for eiich spiral.
9 L and Q values are cdculated for three rypes of connections
%

Qfonvrird - assumes the underpass end of the inductor is groiinded.
9

%reverse - assumes the non-underpas end of the inductor is gouncd.
9

%differential - assumes neither end is grounded. WARNING: THIS
9FEATURE HAS NOT BEEN VERIRED FOR ERRORS
9

Rthis variable is used in the following loop to strite
Qwhether to initialize variable or not
tirsttime = 1:
Qthis loop nins once for each inductor in ind-to-andyze
for gh = I:length(ind-to-andyze)

bigfile %this subroutine reads in al1 the
%measurementdata for the current ind.
S2Y

aconverts the S-parameter data to
%Y-parameter data

chocalc %performsde-embeddiag routine based
%Cho's paper.
if first-time = 1 %initidizes variables
L-basic-f-total= zeros(length(L-basic-0. I ) :
L-basic-r-total= zeros(length(L-basic-r). 1 );
L-basic-d-total= zeros(length(L-basic-d}. 1);
L-3metd-f-totd = zeros(length(L~3meta1~~.1):
L-3rnetril_r-total= zeros(lengthCL-3metül-r). I 1;
L-3metal-d-total= zeros(length(L-3metaI-d). 1 ):
L-trench-f-total= zeros(length(L-trenc h-0.1);
L-trench-r-totd = zeros(length(L-trench-r)- 1):
L-trench-d-total= zeros(length(L-trenc h-dl. 1 1:
Q-basic-f-total = zeros(lcngth(L-basic-tl. I 1:
Qbasic-r-total= zeros(length(L-bsic-r). 1):
Q-basic-dtotd = zeros(length(L-basicd 1.1 );
Q-3metaI-f-1otal= zeros(length(L-3rnstlil-tl. 1):
Q-3metal~--total = zeros(length(L-3me [al-r). I ):
Q-3metal-d-totd = zeros(length(L-3rnetalb). I):
Q-trench-f-total= zeros(length(L-trenc h-n. 1 ):
Q-trench-r-total = zeros(length(l-trcnc h-r). 1 1:
Q-trench-d-totd = zeros(lengrh(L-trench-d1.l):
first-time = 0:
end
totals 9ccreates unique L and Q vectors for etich
%induccor in indto-analyze, also
%addsd m h m current inductor to data of
% p s t inductors for average cdculation.
end
%average Ls and Qs are calculrited here
number-of-ind = lengtht ind-to-analyze) :
L-basic-f-avg = L-b~ic-IIto~;il./number-offi nd:
L-basic-r-tivp = L-basic-r-totd./number-ofjnd:

L-basic-d-avg
L-3metai-f-avg
L-3metd-r-avg
L-3me tai-d-avg
L-trench-f-avg
L-trench-r-avg
L-trench-d-avg

= L-basic-d-totdJnumber_of-ind;
= L-3metd-f-totalJnumberCoffind;
= L-3met&r-totalJnumber-of-ind;
= L-3metai-d-to talJnumberof-ind;
= L-trench-f-totd./number-of-ind;
= L-mnch-r-totalJnumberof-ind;
= L-trench-d-toial./nurnberfoff ind;

Qbasic-f-avg = Q-basic-f-totalhumber-of-ind;
Q-basic-r-avg = Q-basic-r-totd./number-of- ind:
Q-basic-d-avg = Q-basic-d-totalJnumkr-ofind;
Q-3metal-f-avg = Q~3metal~f~totd./nurnber~of~
ind;
Q-3metai-r-avg = Q-3metai-r-total./nurnberofjnd:
Q-3metal-d-av; = Q-3metal-d-totril./number-of-ind:
Qtrench-f-avg = Q-trench-f-total./number-of-ind:
Q-trenc h-r-avg = Qtrench-r-total./number-o f-ind:
Qtrench-davg = Q-trench-d-totril./numbe-of-ind:

3;%%9989C/c8%%9(7c

big-fi1e.m

9%%99L7r9%%%%89

'2

%This m-file opens al1 the S-parametsr data files for the inductor given in
%the variable 'current-ind' - note the files must be in Libra format

%laad open pads fi le:
part-narne = strcat(pre-fix. 'ope'):
p-fi le = strcat(part-name.current-ind ) :
open-file = fopen(p-file.'r'):
raw-data = fscanf(open-file, 'Scc' 1:
fclose(open-file);
stmof-keystring = findstr(raw-data.'LMG'):
startof-data = start-of_keystring(length(start-of-keystring))
dl-data = ratvVdata(start-of-dat;1:length(m~v-d~ta)):
dl-numbers = str2num(dl-data):
freqs = all-numbers(:. 1):
S 1 1-open = riIl-numbers(:.2) + dl-numbers(:.3)*j:
S2 1-open = ail-numbers(:A) + all-numbers(:.5)*j:
S 1?-open = dl-numbers(:,6) + dlnurnbers(:.l)":
S22-open = dl-numbers(:.8) + allnumbers{:.9)*j:

+ 5:

%load shorted pads data
part-narne = strcat(pre-fix, 'sho');
p-file = strcat(part-name,current-ind);
open-file = fopen(pJiie,'r');
raw-data = fscanf(open-file, '95~');
fclose(open-file);
start-of-keystring = findstr(raw-datslIMG');
start-of-data = start-of-keystring(length(start_of-keystring))
dl-data = raw-data(start-of-data:length(raw-data));
dl-nurnbers = str2num(all-data);
freqs = all-numbers(:, 1);
S 1 Ishort = all_numbers(:,2) + alL_numbers(:,3)*j;
S2 1-short = all_numbers(:,4) + att-numbers[:.j)*j;
S 1Lshort = dl-numbers(:,6) + a!l_nurnbers(:.7 )*j;
SZl-short = dl-numbers(:,8) + all-numbers(:,g)*j ;

+ 5;

Woad interwinding trench inductor data
part-name = strcat(pre-fix. 'tre'):
p-file = strcat(part-nlime.current-ind):
open-file = fopen(p-file,'rS):
raw-data = fscanf(open-file. '%c'):
fclose(open-file):
startofkeystring = findstr(raw-drita.'IMG'):
stanof-data = stm-of-keystring(length(start-ooeystring))
riIl-data = ratv-data(start-of-data:length(raw-data)):
dl-numbers = str2num(all-data):
freqs = all-numbers(:, 1):
S I I-trench = alI_numbers(:.2) + rilt-numbers(:.3)*j:
S7 1-trench = all-numbers(:.4) + al[-numbers(:.SPj;
S I 2-trench = riIl-numbers(:.6) + dl-numbers(:.7 Pj:
S2l-trench = rzll_numbers(:.8) + dl_numbers(:.9)*j:

+ 5:

Qlorid 3met inductor data
part-name = strcat(pre-fix. '3rne' ):
p-%le = strcat(partgame.current-ind):
open-file = fopen(p-file:r'):
raw-data = fscanf(open-file. '%c'):
fclose(open-file):
stürtofkeystring = findstr(rrilV-&zita,'iMG'):
sranof-data = star-of-keystring(length(stm-of-keysm))
dl-data = raw-data(sttut_of-daii:Iength(nw-data)):
dlpumbers = strlnum(aIlbata):
freqs = dl-numbers(:, 1):

-

+ 5:

Woad basic inductor data
part-name = strcat(pre-fix, 'bas');
p-file = strcat(part-name,current-ind);
open-file = fopen(p-filt,'r9);
raw-data = fscanf(open-file, *%c');
fclose(open-file):
start-of-keystring = findsu(raw-data,'IMG'):
start-of-data = stm-of-keystring(lengtii(stm-of-keysm))
dl-data = raw-data(start-of-data:length(raw-data));
dl-numbers = str2num(allbata);
freqs = all-numbers(:, 1):
S 1 1-basic = dl-numbers(:.2) + dl-numbers(:.3)*j:
S2l-basic = all-numbers(:,-l) + al!-numbers(:.S)*j:
S 1 ?basic = all_numbers(:.6) + all-nurnbsrs(:,7)*j:
S22-basic = dlgumbers(:.8} + dl-numbers(:,g)*j;

%%%CkC/r%%QC/c%%%%
'2

+ 5:

S2Y.m %9%%%%9%%9%%%

%This m-file trikes the S-parmeter data from 'big-filr' and
Qcontrsrtsit to Y-paramerers.

(( l+S 11-open(indexJ).*(

1+S22_open(index_))(S 12open(indexJ*S2 lopen(indexJ));
Y-open = [(Y 1lopen.')./SO (Y2 l_open.')./50 (Y l2_0pen.')./SO (Y22-open.')./SO];
%Shorted pads
Y 11-shon(indexJ = (( 1+S22-short(indexJ).*( lS 1 1-short(indexJ)+(S 12shon(indexJ*S2 lshort(indexJ))./
(( 1+SI 1-shon(indexJ).*( 1+S22_short(indexJ)(S 12short(indexJ.*S2 lshort(indexJ));
Y 12_short(indexJ = (-2*S 12_short(index-))J
(( 1+S 1lshort(indexJ).*( 1+S22_short(indexJ)(S 1 2 shon(indexJ.*S2 1short(indexJ)):
Y2 I-short(indexJ = (-2*S2 lshort(index_))./
(( 1+S 1 1-short(index-)).*( 1+S22_short(index-1)(S 1-hort(indexJ.*S2
lshort(indexJ));
Y27short(indexJ = (( 1+S l lshort(indexJ).*( 1S2l-short(indexJ)+(S 13-short(indexJ.*S2 Ishort(index_)))./
(( l+S 1 Ishon(index-)).*( 1+SE-short(indexJ)( S 13-shon(index-).*S2 l -short(index-))):
Y-short = [(Y 1 1-short.')./SO (Y2l -short.')./SO (YI Zshort.')./s'O (Y22-shon.')./50]:
%lnductor with trench
Y 1 itrench(index_) = (( 1+S22-trench(index-)),*( IS l l-trench(index-))+(S 17-trench(index-).*Sl l-trench(index-1) 1.1
( ( I+S 1 I -trench(index_)).*( l+S22_trench(index-))( S 12-trench(indexJ.*S21-trench(index-))):
Y 1%trench(indexJ = (-2"s 1 Ztrench(index-))./
(( 1+S 1 1-trench(index-Il.*( I+S22-trench( index-)
(S12-irencht indexJ.*S2 ltrench( index-))):
Y2 Itrench(index_) = ( - 2 5 2 itrench(indes_)1.1
(( I +S 1 1-trench(indexJ).*( I+S22-trench(indesJ
(S12-trench(indexJ.*SZi-trench(indexJ)):
Y22-trench(indexJ = (( 1+S l ltrench(indexJ).*( 1S22-trench(indexJ)+(S 12_trench(indexJ.*S2 ltrench(index-) ))./
(I 1+S 1 Itrench(indexJ).*( 1+S2arench(indexJ)(S12trench(indexJ.*S2I-trench( index_))):
Y-trench = [(Y 1 1-trench.')./jO (YZItrench.')JjO (Y 12_trench.')./SO (Y2Zrrench.')J
501:

Slnductor with 3 metal layers
Y L 1_3metd(indexJ = (( l+S32-3metril(inde.u_)).*( 1SI l-3metal(indexJ)+(S 12-3metd(index_).*S21-3metal(inde?t~)).!

((1+S 11-3rnetal(index_)) .*( l+S22_3rnetal(indexJ)-

(S12-3rnetal(indexJ. * S21-3me tai(index_)));
Y 12-3metalCindexJ = (-2*S 12_3metai(indexJ J
( ( 1 4 11-3metai(index_)).*(l+S22-3rnetal(indexJ)(S 12_3rnetai(indexJ.*S2 13rnetal[indexJ));
Y213metal(indexJ = (-2*S213rnetal(indexJ)./

((1+S 1 1-3mecal(index_)).*(l+S22-3metal(indexJ)(S 12_3rnetd(indexJ.*S2 1-3metal(indexJ));
Y22-3mecal(indexJ = ((l+S Il-3metal(indexJ).*(lS22_3metal(index-))+(S 12-3rnetal(index_).*S2 1-3metd(indexJ))./
((l+Sl i-3rnetai(indexJ).*(l+S22-3metal(indexJ}(S 12-3metai(indexJ.*S2 1_3metai(indexJ));
Y-3metal= [(Y 1 13metal.')./50 (Y7 13metal.')./50 (Y 12-3metal.')./50 (Y21-3metril.')./
501:
%Basic lnductor
Y 1 1-basic(indexJ = (( l+S22basic(index-)).*( !
S 1 ibasic(indrx-))+(S 12-basic(index-).*S1l-b;isic(indes-)))./
(( 1+S 1 1-brisic(inde.u-)).*( l+S?2_basic( index-))(S I2-basic(index-).*S2 1-basic(index-)):
Y 12baiiic(indes-) = (-2*S 12brt~ic(inde.u_))./
(( 1+S 1 1-basic(index_)).*(l+Sî2-ba4c(index-))(S1 ibasic(index_).*S2 Ibrisic(index-1)):
Y2 1-basic(index_) = (-2*S2l_basic( index-))./
(( 1+S 1 Ibasic(index-) ).*( 1+S?Zbasic( index-) 1(S12basic(index-).W 1-basic(index_)));
Y22-brisic(index-) = (( I+S I Ibasic(index-)).*( lS22-basic(indes-))+(S 1 2-basic(indexJFSZ 1-brisicl index-)))./
((l+Slldrisic[indcs_)).*( l+S22_brisic(indexJ)(S Il-basic(inde-).*S2 lbasic(index-) 1):
Y-basic = [(Y I1btisic.').RO (Y2 lbasic.' M O IY 1 2-brisic:)./jO (Y22büsic.' i./50]:

-

9 9 9 9 9 R % 9 9 % $ % 9 chocdc.rn %%%%%%%%%%%%%
9
%De-embeddine usin_o Cho's merhod and cdcultiting L and Q

one-twvo = [l Il:
one-four = [ 1 A]:
for x = I:len_oth(freqs)
G3 = -(Y-open(x.2) + Y-oywn(x.3))/2:%avp of Y 12 and Y21

Z 1 = l/(Y-short(x, 1)-GI);%-G1 added by me

22 = 1I(Y_short(x,4)-G2);%-G2
added by me

%subtmcting G 1 and G2
Y-basic-sf( 1,l} = Y-baic(x, 1) - G 1;
Y-basicsf(2.2) = Y-basic(x,l) - G2;
Y-[remch-sf( 1, l ) = Y-trench(x, 1) - G 1 ;
Y-trench-sf(2.2) = Y-trench(x.4) - G 2 ;
Y-3metal-s€{ 1.1) = Y_3metai(x. 1) - G 1:
Y-3mctal-sC(2.2) = Y-3metal(x.J) - G2:

%subtracting 21 and 2 2
Z-basic-sf( i .l l = Z-basic-sf( 1. l) - Z1 :
Z-brtsic-st'(2.2) = 2-basic-sf(2.2) - 22:
Z-trench-sf( 1.1) = 2-trenchsf( 1. I) 21:
Z-rrench-si(2.Z) = 2-crenchsf(l.2) - 22:
Z_3rnetalsf( 1-11 = Z-3metal-sf( 1.1 1 - 21:
Z-3metalsf(2.2) = Z-3metalsf(2.1) - 2 2 :

-

%Removing pad coupling
Ybasicsf( 1, t ) = Y-basicsf( 1.1 ) - G3:
Y-basic-sf(2.2) = Y-basic-sf(2.2) - G3:
Y-basicsf( f ,2) = Y-brisicsf( 1.2) + G3:
Y-basic-sf(l.1) = Y-baicsf(2.1) + G3:
Y-trench-sf(1 .l ) = Y-uench-sf( 1.1 1 - G3:
Y_trench_si(2,2) = Y-trench-sf(2.2) - G3;
Y-uench-sf( 1.2) = Y-uench-sf( 1.2) + G3:
Y-trench-sf(2.1) = Y-trench-sf(2.1) + G3:

Y-basic-de(x.one-four) = [Ybasi-f( 1,one-two), Y-basic-sf(2,one_two)];
Y-trench-de(x,one-four) = Ktrench-s f( 1,one-two), Y-trench-sf(2,one_two)];
Y-3metal-de(x,one-four) = [Y_3metalsf(1,one-two), Y-3metal-sf(2,one-two)l;
end

tota1s.m

%%%%%%Sb%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%a%%

%

%This routine places al1 the data in appropriate vectors and creates
%a sum of dl the data to be used to create an average.
%Variable narnes are created for each vector of data. For example
%L-trench-f-5 contains the inductance vaiues for inductor #5's
%trench version measured in a forward direction.
%

%The first character in the variable name states whether it is
%L or Q data. The word thrit follows it describes the fabrication
%method: basic, 3meta1, or trench. The last character staies
%how the data wüs calculated: f - foward (underpass end of
9tinductor grounded. r reverse (beginning of spiral grounded).
%ord - differentid neither end grounded, WARNING THE
%DIFFERENTIAL CALCULATlON HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED.

-

C.2 Modified Koolen De-embedding Code
Note this code calls many of the subroutines in the modified Cho decmbedding code.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%

ind-ana1ysis.m

%%%%%%%%%%C/i%%

55
%This routine performs the de-embeciciing of inductors brised
Bon Koolen's paper.
%

%This routine expects to see three variables in memory:
C/c

9ind-to-anrilyze - a vector of inductor numbers you wish
57r
to examine
9

Gindsize - a two character string that m e s the size
C/c
of the inductors to be exmined. ie. for
'3
O.5nH inductor set indsizs = '05'
'3

cicindshape - a two character string that sttites the
%
shape of the inductors to be exarnined.

ie. for a square inductor ind-shape ='sq'

%
%

%Thisroutine provides Q and L values for each spirai.
%L and Q values are calculated for three types of connections
%

%iorward- assumes the underpass end of the inductor is grounded.
6

-

%reverse assumes the non-underpass end of the inductor is grouned.
5%
9hdifferential- assumes neither end is grounded. WARNWG: THIS
%FEATUREHAS NOT BEEN VERIFED FOR ERRORS
96

%this variable is used in the following loop to state
%whether to initidize variable or not
first-time = 1:
%this loop nins once for each inductor in ind-toanaiyze
for gh = L :Iength(indto-analyze)
current-ind = numZstr(ind-to-anrilyze(gh))
bigfile 9this subroutine reads in d l the
%measurement data for the current ind.
SZY

%converts the S-puameter data to
%Y-puameter data

crilculrite-ind 9perfonns de-embedding routine
qbased on Koolen's paper.
if first-time == 1 9initializes variables
L-basic-f-total= zeros(length(L-basic-f). 1):
L-basicr-total= zeros(length(Lbasic-r). 1):
L-basic-d-total= zeros(length(L-basic-d). 1):
L-3metril-f-total= zeros(length(L-3metaI-0.1 ):
L-3metal-r-total= zeros(length(L-3metal-r). 1):
L-3metal_d_total= zeros(length(L-3metald).l):
L-trench-f-total= zeros(length(L-uench-f). 1):
L-trench-r-total= zeros(length(L-trench-r). 1):
L-uench-d-total= zeros(length(L-[rench-d). I ):

Qbasic-r_total= zeros(Iength(l_basic-r), 1);
Qbasic-d-total = zeros(length(L-basic-d), 1);
Q3metal-f-total= zeros(length(L-3metal-f). 1):
Q3metal_r_total= zeros(length(L-3metaI_r), 1);
Q3metal-d-total= zeros(length(L-3metal-d), 1);
Qtrench-f-total= zeros(length(L-trench-0, 1);
Qtrench-r_total= zeros(length(L_trench_r). 1);
Qtrench-d-total= zeros(length(L-uench-d), 1);
first-time = 0;
end
totals %creates unique L and Q vectors for each
%inductor in ind-toanalyze. also
Badds data from current inductor to data of
%pst inductors for average calculation.
end
numberof-ind = length(indt0-analyze):
L-basic-f-avg = L-basic-f-total./number-o f-ind;
L-basic-r-avg = L-basic-r-total./numberof-ind:
L-basic-d-avg = L-brisic-d-totril./number_of+ind;
L-3metd-f-avg = L-3metal-f-total./number-of ind:
L-3metal-tavg = L-3 metal-r-totnl./numbcr-of-ind:
L-3metrtl-d-rivg = L-3metlil-d-total./number-oLind:
L-trench-faq = L-trench-f-total./number-o find:
L-trench-r-iwg = L-t rench-~otril./number-of- ind:
L-uench-d-wg = L-irench-d-total ./numberof ind:
Qbrisic-f-rivg
Q-basic-r-aq
Q-basic-d-avg
Q-3metal-f-avg
Q-3metal-r-avg
Q-3metd-d-avg
Q-trench-f-avg
Q-trench-r-avg
Q-trench-d-;ive

= Q-basic-f-total ./number-of- ind:
= Q-basic-r-totril./number-of- ind:
= Q-basic-dtotai.lnumber-of- ind;
= Q-3metal-f-total./number-of-ind:
= Q3rnetd-r-total ./numberof-ind:
= Q-3metal-d-total Jnumbeofind:
= Q-trench-f~otd./number_of-in&
= Q-trench-r-totd./number-o f-ind:

= Q-tirnch-d-totd./numberof-ind:

%%%%%%%C/r%Q%%%%%calculate-indm

%%%9;9%%%%%9%%%%589

9

%Thisrn-file de-embeds the pads from the rnefiurements oferich
qinductor. Y-parameters for the de-embeded inductors rue obtained.

%The de-ernbeddiag procedure is based on Koolen's paper.

one-two = [ 1 21;
one-four = [ 1 :4];
%basicinductor Y - p m extraction
for x = 1 :lengrh(freqs)
Ybasic-si = [Y-b;isic(x, 1). Y_basic(x,3); Y_b;isic(x,2), Y-basic(xT4)];
Y-3metal-sf = [Ymetal(x, l), Y-3metal(x13); Y_3metal(x,l), Y_3rnetd(x,4)];
Y-trench-sf = [Y-trench(x, 1), Y_trench(x,3); Y-trenc h(x,Z), Y_trench(x,4)];
Y-open-sf = [Y-open(x, 1). Y-open(x.3); Y-open(x2). Y-open(x.4)];
Y-short-sf = [Y_shon(x,i), Y-short(x.3); Y-short(x,?), Y-short(x,4)];

Y-basic-de(x.one-four) = [Y-basic-de-sf( l.one-rwo). Y-basic-de-sf(7.one-t~o)]:
Y-trench-de{x. oneJour) = [Y-trench-de-sf( 1.one-two). Y-trench-de-sf(2.one-two 11:
Y-3metal-de(.r. one-four) = [Y-3metriI-de-sf( l .one-two).
Y-3metal-de-sf(7.one-two)]

end

;

C.3 The 1-Port De-embedding Code
%%%%%%%%%% port]-ana1ysis.m %%Q%%C/cQ%9%%%%%%

%This m-file performs the de-emhedding proceedure for the single
%port spiral inductors.
%

%This routine expects to see three vrtriribles in merno-:
9

C/cind-to-analyze - a vecror of inductor numbers yau wish
%
to examine
C/c

qindsize - a two charricter string thrit states the size
9
of the inductors to be exarnined. ie. for
%
0.5nH inductor set indsize = '05'
9

%nd-shape
9
9
5%

- a two chmcter string that statcs the

shnpe of the inductors to be excirnined.

ie. for a square inductor indshape ='sq'

%Reading in the port 1 short data
p-file = 'Iibr-im-port 1-shorts:
open-file = fopen(p-file.'r7):

raw-data = fscanf(open-file, '%c');
fclose(open-file);
start-of-keystring = hdstr(raw-data,'GHz');
+ 5;
start-of-data = start-of-keystcing(length(stact-of-keystring))
dl-data = raw-data(start-of-data:length(raw-data));
all-numbers = str2num(dl-data);
freqs = dl-numbers(:, 1);
S 11-pad-portlshort = dl~urnbers(:3)+ dlgumbers(:,3)*j;

Y l 1-padgort lshort = (1 -Sl 1-pad-port 1-short)./(l+S 1 1-pad-ponl-short).*(1/50):
%Loading and processing measured data
for gh = l:lenph(ind-to-analyze)
current-ind = nurn%tr(ind-to-analyze(&)
big-Ale
S1Y-lp
YI 1-basic-de = 1./(( 1 ./(Y 1 1-basic-Y 1 lopen)) - ( l./(Y 1 1-pad-port lshortY 1 lopen)));
YI Itrench-de = 1./(( 1./(Y 1 1-trench-Y l lopen)) - ( I ./( Y 1 1-pad-port 1-shortY 1 lopen))):
Y Il-3mstal-de = 1./(( 1./(Y1 1-3metd-Y 1 1-open)) - ( 1./(Y
1 I-pad-port 1-shortYI Iopen))):

Q-basic-f-totd = teros(length(L-brisic-0. I 1:
Q-3metül-f~otal= zeros(length(L-3metd-0.1):
Qtrench-t-total= zeros(Iength(L_trench-f).I ):
first-tirne = 0:
end
totals-Ip
end

-

Q-basic-f-avg = Qbasic-f-total.lnumbertoff ind;
Q3metai-f-avg = Q-3metal-f-totai./number-of-ind;
Qtrench-f-avg = Q-trench-f-total./number-of-ind;
%%%%%%%%%%%%% S2Y-1p.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

%Thisroutine converts one port rneasurement S-parameters
%toY-parameters.

%989%9%(7t%%%%%
totais-1p.m 9%9%%%%'c9%C/cQ9t/c%

%This routine is for one port measurements.
%

%This routine places al1 the data in appropriate vectors and creates
%a sum of dl the data to be used to create an average.

APPENDIX D: Full C ' i t Schematic
This appendix provides acomplete schematic of the bias current tuned oscillator fabricated as part of this work.
The transistors are labeled with a unitless number followed by a length in micrometers. For example the differentid pair transistors of Fig. D. 1 are liibeled:

Each digit of the first number ( L 1 1) represenls. in the fallowing order. the nurnkr of
emitter. base. and collector stripes of the trtinsistor. in the above example the transistor
has one emitter stripe. one brise stripe. and one collector stripe.
The second number in the transistor label is the ernitter length. The trrinsistor in the
above example hris an emitter length of 5um.

Fig. D.2: Schematic of the pre-driver circuit.

V

Fig. D.3: Schematic of output buffer circuit.

V

